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In this epic dual biography, one of our most distinguished scholars—the bestselling author of An
Unfinished Life—probes the lives and times of two unlikely leaders whose partnership
dominated American and world affairs and changed the course of historyRichard Nixon and
Henry Kissinger were two of the most compelling, contradictory, and important leaders in
America in the second half of the 20th century. Both were largely self-made men, brimming with
ambition, driven by their own inner demons, and often ruthless in pursuit of their goals.Tapping
into a wealth of recently declassified documents and tapes, Robert Dallek uncovers fascinating
details about Nixon and Kissinger’s tumultuous personal relationship—their collaboration and
rivalry—and the extent to which they struggled to outdo each other in the reach of foreign policy
achievements. He also brilliantly analyzes their dealings with power brokers at home and
abroad, including the nightmare of Vietnam, the brilliant opening to China, détente with the
Soviet Union, the Yom Kippur War in the Middle East, the disastrous overthrow of Allende in
Chile, and growing tensions between India and Pakistan, while recognizing how both men were
continually plotting to distract the American public’s attention from the growing scandal of
Watergate.Authoritative, illuminating, and deeply engrossing, Nixon and Kissinger provides a
shocking new understanding of the immense power and sway these two men held in affecting
world history.

From Publishers WeeklyThis abridged version of Dallek's study of the relationship between a
president and his powerful secretary of state is read with precision by Conger. Dallek approved
the audiobook's abridgment, which hits the high points of his 750-page doorstopper. Conger
hints at imitating the deeply familiar voices of Dallek's twin protagonists without sliding into all-
out parody. He drops his voice to a semigrowl for Nixon and adds a muted Central European
flavor for Kissinger. For the most part, Conger hits the expected notes, emphasizing and
underlining Dallek's narrative with understated flair. Those expecting spine-tingling excitement
from the meeting and collision of these two powerful, ultimately destructive political forces may
be disappointed by Conger's staid reading, but its allure lies in its solid, unobtrusive nature.
Conger pulls listeners into Nixon and Kissinger's struggle by ceding center stage to
them.Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Bookmarks
MagazineArmed with voluminous new source material, presidential historian Robert Dallek
delivers a comprehensive view of a profoundly influential political duo. Because of their
importance, very little in Nixon and Kissinger is new. But that doesn't deter reviewers from
praising Dallek for this intelligent, wide-ranging synthesis. The author of the best-selling An
Unfinished Life: John F. Kennedy, 1917?1963 (***1/2 Sept/Oct 2003) and a two-volume



biography of Lyndon Johnson, Dallek details the personal motivations behind Nixon's and
Kissinger's public and private machinations, a technique that fascinates most reviewers. A few
critics want more political context, but most seem satisfied with this riveting, fleshed-out story of
a fascinating time in American history.Copyright © 2004 Phillips & Nelson Media, Inc.--This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverWorking side by side in the
White House, Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger were two of the most compelling,
contradictory, and powerful figures in America in the second half of the twentieth century. While
their personalities could hardly have seemed more different, both were largely self-made men,
brimming with ambition, driven by their own inner demons, and often ruthless in pursuit of their
goals.Tapping into a wealth of recently declassified archives, Robert Dallek uncovers fascinating
details about Nixon and Kissinger's tumultuous personal relationship and brilliantly analyzes
their shared roles in monumental historical events—including the nightmare of Vietnam, the
unprecedented opening to China, détente with the Soviet Union, the Yom Kippur War in the
Middle East, the disastrous overthrow of Allende in Chile, and the scandal of Watergate.--This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorRobert Dallek is the author of
An Unfinished Life: John F. Kennedy, 1917-1963 and Nixon and Kissinger, among other books.
His writing has appeared in The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Atlantic Monthly,
and Vanity Fair. He lives in Washington, D.C.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Nixon and KissingerPartners in
PowerBy Robert DallekHarperCollins Publishers, Inc.Copyright © 2007Robert DallekAll right
reserved.Chapter OneNixonA man's philosophy is his autobiography. You may read it in the
story of his conflict with life.—Walter Lippmann, The New Republic, July 17, 1915In the nearly
twenty years following his resignation from the presidency in 1974, Richard Nixon struggled to
reestablish himself as a well- regarded public figure. He tried to counter negative views of
himself by writing seven books, mostly about international relations, which could sustain and
increase his reputation as a world statesman. Yet as late as 1992, he complained to Monica
Crowley, a young postpresidential aide: " 'We have taken . . . shit ever since—insulted by the
media as the disgraced former president.' "Above all, he craved public attention from his
successors in the White House. The reluctance of Gerald Ford, Ronald Reagan, and George H.
W. Bush to invite him back to the Oval Office for advice, particularly on foreign policy, incensed
him. When Bush sent him national security form letters, "he erupted in fury. 'I will not give them
[the Bush advisers] any advice unless they are willing to thank me publicly,' " he told Crowley. "
'I'm tired of being taken for granted. . . . No more going in the back door of the White House—
middle of the night—under the cloak- of- darkness crap. Either they want me or they don't.' "At
the 1992 Republican Convention, after Bush publicly praised Nixon's contribution to America's
Cold War victory, Nixon exclaimed, " 'It took guts for him to say that. . . . It's the first time that
anyone has referred to me at a convention. Reagan never did. It was gutsy.' " After Bill Clinton
invited him to the White House to discuss Russia, Nixon declared it the best meeting " 'I have
had since I was president.' " He was gratified that Clinton addressed him as " 'Mr. President.' "



But when he saw his advice to Clinton being "diluted," it "inspired rage, disappointment and
frustration."Nixon's postpresidential resentments were of a piece with longstanding sensitivity to
personal slights. His biography is in significant part the story of an introspective man whose
inner demons both lifted him up and brought him down. It is the history of an exceptional man
whose unhappy childhood and lifelong personal tensions propelled him toward success and
failure.It may be that Winston Churchill was right when he said that behind every extraordinary
man is an unhappy childhood. But because there are so many unhappy children and so few
exceptional men, it invites speculation on what else went into Nixon's rise to fame as a
congressman, senator, vice president, and president. Surely, not the least of Nixon's motives in
his drive for public visibility was an insatiable appetite for distinction—a need, perhaps, to make
up for psychic wounds that produced an unrelenting determination to elevate himself to the front
rank of America's competitors for status, wealth, and influence. Like Lincoln, in the words of law
partner William Herndon, Nixon's ambition was a little engine that knew no rest.Like most
political memoirists who romanticize the realities of their upbringing, Nixon painted a portrait of
an "idyllic" childhood in Yorba Linda, California, a rural town of two hundred about thirty miles
northeast of Los Angeles, and Whittier, a small city of about five thousand east of Long Beach.
He remembered "the rich scent of orange blossoms in the spring . . . glimpses of the Pacific
Ocean to the west [and] the San Bernardino Mountains to the north," and the allure of "far- off
places" stimulated by train whistles in the night that made him want to become a railroad
engineer. "Life in Yorba Linda was hard but happy." His fatherworked at odd jobs, but a
vegetable garden, fruit trees, and a cow provided the family with plenty to eat.When Richard was
nine, the family moved to Whittier, where his mother's Milhous family lived. He described
growing up there in three words: "family, church and school." There was an extended family with
scores of people, including his grandmother, Almira Burdg Milhous, who inspired him on his
thirteenth birthday in 1926 with a gift of a framed Lincoln portrait and a Longfellow poem, "Psalm
of Life": "Lives of great men oft remind us/We can make our lives sublime/And departing, leave
behind us/Footprints on the sands of time." Nixon cherished the picture and inscription, which he
kept hung over his bed while in high school and college.Richard remembered his parents as
models of honest decency who endowed him with attributes every youngster might wish to have.
"My father," Nixon wrote, "was a scrappy, belligerent fighter with a quick, wide- ranging raw
intellect. He left me a respect for learning and hard work, and the will to keep fighting no matter
what the odds. My mother loved me completely and selflessly, and her special legacy was a
quiet, inner peace, and the determination never to despair."But in fact, Nixon's childhood was
much more tumultuous and troubling than he let on. Frank Nixon, his father, was a boisterous,
unpleasant man who needed to dominate everyone—"a 'punishing and often brutal' father."
Edward Nixon, the youngest of the Nixon children described his "mother as the judge and my
father as the executioner." Frank's social skills left a lot to be desired; he offended most people
with displays of temper and argumentativeness. As a trolley car conductor, farmer, gas station
owner, and small grocer, he never made a particularly good living. Nixon biographers have



painted unsympathetic portraits of Frank as a difficult, abrasive character with few redeeming
qualities. Though Nixon would never openly acknowledge it, he saw his father as a harsh,
unlikable man whose weaknesses eclipsed his strengths.Frank was a standing example of what
Richard hoped not to be—a largely inconsequential figure in a universe that valued material
success and social standing. Richard was driven to do better than his father, but he also
struggled with painful inner doubts about his worthiness. Despite his striving, Richard initially
doubted that he had the wherewithal to surpass his father. Frank was not someone who either by
example or direct messages to his sons communicated much faith in their worth. At the same
time, however, Richard was his father's son: his later readiness to run roughshod over
opponents and his mean-spiritedness in political combat said as much about Frank as it did
about Richard....Continues...Excerpted from Nixon and Kissingerby Robert Dallek Copyright ©
2007 by Robert Dallek. Excerpted by permission.All rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may
be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the publisher.Excerpts are
provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of visitors to this web site.--This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From The Washington PostReviewed by Margaret
MacMillanHistorian Robert Dallek has made his reputation with biographies of American
presidents, Kennedy and Johnson among them. In this massive new book, he focuses on a
relationship between one of the most controversial recent American presidents and his most
influential foreign policy collaborator. So close was the partnership between Richard Nixon and
Henry Kissinger that one historian has talked of a "Nixinger" foreign policy. In the first 100 days
of his presidency, Nixon met with Kissinger, then his national security adviser, 198 times; by
contrast, William Rogers, the secretary of State, met with the president only 30 times.Nixon and
Kissinger shared a similar view of the world -- that nations should act to promote their own
interests and to encourage international stability. Both worried about what Vietnam had done
and was continuing to do to the United States; both wanted to mend relations with their allies,
particularly in Europe; and both wanted a better understanding, including arms control
agreements, with the Soviet bloc. Yet they were never friends, and both tried to take credit for the
administration's foreign policy successes.Dallek paints a vivid portrait of two clever, insecure
men, each wanting a place in history. Although at the start of their relationship, in 1969,
Kissinger was a relative unknown and Nixon his powerful patron, by 1974 it was Kissinger, then
secretary of state, who remained popular with the American public as a reviled Nixon left the
White House. In later years, they rarely saw each other.One of the great challenges in writing a
history of the Nixon administration is the extraordinary wealth of material, most of it now
released. Rogers rightly warned Nixon and Kissinger that they would regret taping everything,
but both men were eager to ensure their place in history. Dallek has trolled through thousands of
pages of transcripts from the Nixon and Kissinger tapes and caught them at their best and their
worst, vindictive, funny, statesmanlike, petty, wise and absurd. A word of warning, though: Their
lengthy conversations ought not always be taken at face value. Nixon worked his ideas out that
way; Kissinger tended to flatter and agree with his president and even joked about it.The tapes



show the two men egging each other on to savage their enemies. The Democratic senators who
are talking of impeaching Nixon during Watergate are, says Kissinger, "bastard traitors." The two
men gloat that the 1971 war between India and Pakistan will cause American liberals "untold
anguish" because their beloved India was so clearly the aggressor. They celebrate when Gen.
Augusto Pinochet overthrows Salvador Allende's government in Chile, reassuring each other
that, in Kissinger's words, "we didn't do it," although in the next breath he admits, "I mean we
helped them."Dallek recognizes the real successes of the Nixon administration -- China, the end
of the Vietnam War and détente with the Soviet Union -- and its failures, such as the coup in
Chile. He also reminds us of how dangerously distracted Nixon became as a result of Watergate.
Sen. Barry Goldwater came away deeply worried after a bizarre dinner in 1973 at which Nixon
"jabbered incessantly, often incoherently, to the end." Increasingly, it was left to Kissinger, the
administration's "one figure of stature remaining," as Time put it, to manage American foreign
relations and cope with crises such as the October War between Israel and its Arab neighbors.
For all the fascinating detail, the big picture remains elusive. Curiously for a book about one of
the key relationships in American foreign policy, there is little extended analysis of what the two
men thought about the world and the role of the United States. Nixon, Dallek tells us, wanted to
advance world peace. So do beauty pageant contestants. Nixon is "an idealist" and "a defender
of national traditions," and Kissinger is America's "chief practitioner of realpolitik." We need more
explanation. The two men "had a hidden agenda that they themselves did not fully glimpse."
Well, neither do we.This also is very much a history of the period as seen from inside the
Beltway. Other countries and their leaders serve as background and obliging extras. In 1969,
Nixon tells Charles de Gaulle that he is "somewhat pessimistic on the Middle East." It would be
nice to know why. We get very little sense of what it is the Soviets or the Chinese, or indeed any
other peoples, actually want.Dallek also commits odd omissions. There is almost nothing on the
tensions within the Western Alliance, for example, which we know were a major concern for both
Nixon and Kissinger. We also know that they had serious reservations about West Germany's
"ostpolitik," or rapprochement with its Communist neighbors (which involved much more than
"détente with the Communists"), but these barely get a mention. There is no discussion of how
Nixon shocked his allies in 1971, when the United States effectively abandoned its support for
the dollar and imposed wage and price controls; and there are no references to the impact of the
new American relationship with China on allies such as Japan and Taiwan.Early on, Dallek
promises the story of a collaboration "that tells us as much about the opportunities and limits of
national and international conditions as about the men themselves." For all his industry, he does
not seem to have shaken himself free of his material to deliver on that promise. They can be
dangerous things, those tapes.Copyright 2007, The Washington Post. All Rights Reserved.--
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileTwo of historys most
distinctive voices--literally and politically--clash while working for the same goals. The deep-
voiced Eric Conger delivers a flat yet consistent tone to the historical narrative. Disappointingly,
he uses no variation to differentiate the oft-imitated president or the German-American



diplomatic advisor. Such vocal characterization would have enhanced the experience of hearing
this solid, well-researched summary of the political challenges facing Nixon--China, Russia,
Vietnam, and the ever-present Watergate. Even slight imitations would have added color. Still,
listeners glean a decent understanding of Nixons demeaning and suspicious ways, Kissingers
ego and interests in world negotiations, and the pivotal crises they faced. M.B. © AudioFile
2007, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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NIXON AND KISSINGERPARTNERS IN POWERROBERT DALLEKTo our
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LIMITS OF POWERChapter 4 The Nixon-Kissinger White HouseChapter 5 Hope and
IllusionChapter 6 The Politics of Foreign PolicyChapter 7 Troubles GaloreChapter 8 Crisis
ManagersChapter 9 Winter of DiscontentPART THREE THE BEST OF TIMESChapter 10 The
Road to DétentePhotographic InsertChapter 11 Détente in Asia: Gains and LossesChapter 12
The Warriors as PeacemakersChapter 13 Tainted VictoriesPART FOUR THE WORST OF
TIMESChapter 14 New MiseriesChapter 15 In the Shadow of WatergateChapter 16 The Nixon-
Kissinger PresidencyChapter 17 The End of a
PresidencyEpilogueAcknowledgmentsSourcesNotesBibliographySearchable TermsAbout the
AuthorNew from Robert DallekAlso by Robert DallekCreditsCopyrightAbout the
PublisherPREFACEHuman history becomes more and more a race between education and
catastrophe.—H. G. WELLSThis book is about the exercise of power by two of the most
important practitioners of the art in the twentieth century: President Richard Nixon and Henry
Kissinger, whose unprecedented influence as a national security adviser and secretary of state
made him a kind of co-president, especially during the administration’s turmoil over
Watergate.We know almost all of what they did during their five and a half years in the White
House; their major initiatives were and remain landmarks in the history of American foreign
policy. Why and how they acted, however, is incomplete and imperfectly understood—partly
hidden behind the facade the two men consciously and unconsciously erected to disguise their
intentions.The Nixon and Kissinger personae do not lend themselves to easy understanding. But
neither man is less understandable than Franklin Roosevelt, John Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson,
and Ronald Reagan, other political leaders I have studied. This is not to suggest that all these
men are alike or lack distinctive traits. Each one had his unique qualities that made him a
challenge to explain. And while practice in political biography never makes perfect, it has
encouraged me to believe that none of these men are so complicated that we cannot describe
the private men behind the public images. I hope my recounting of the Nixon and Kissinger life
stories will cast fresh light on who they were and why and how they collaborated in their use and
abuse of power.A vast array of previously untapped records has served my reconstruction of
their histories. The recent opening of the bulk of these materials—millions of pages of national
security files, 2,800 hours out of 3,700 hours of Nixon tapes, and 20,000 pages of Kissinger
telephone transcripts that were made by aides listening in on the conversations—makes another
reexamination of the men and their leadership particularly timely and instructive.The Nixon-
Kissinger partnership presents the historical biographer with a striking irony. The two men
presided over a government that was unequaled in its secrecy. But the availability of the richest
presidential records in history makes their White House more transparent than any before or
since. The materials provide an unprecedented opportunity to probe Nixon’s and Kissinger’s
policymaking. Specifically, mining administration records has allowed me to reconstruct the



interactions between Nixon and Kissinger and others in the government—the collaborations and
rivalries, the backstabbing, intrigues, and foul language, or “expletive deleted” in contemporary
White House transcripts—to an unparalleled extent.The great events of Nixon’s presidency—
ending the Vietnam War, opening a new era in Sino-American relations, building détente with
the Soviet Union, managing daunting Middle East problems, favoring Pakistan in the Indo-
Pakistan War, seeking the overthrow of Salvadore Allende Gossen’s government in Chile, using
foreign affairs to counter growing cries for impeachment of the president over Watergate, and
hiding Nixon’s erratic behavior in response to the crisis—can also be more fully re-created than
ever before. It gives us a chance to see what Bismarck famously advised against, viewing the
making of sausages and laws—in this case the development and implementation of foreign
policy.The archival riches provide the most authoritative answers to a number of enduring
questions. Foremost, the four additional years of fighting in Vietnam cry out for explanation.
Could the war have been ended sooner? And could the Saigon regime have been saved from
itself and a Communist takeover by Hanoi? In light of the end results in Vietnam, Kissinger’s
selection for the Nobel Peace Prize in 1973 is another point of controversy.The opening to China
is a largely celebrated event, usually cited as the most important achievement of Nixon’s and
Kissinger’s foreign policy. But how it occurred and which man deserves the principal credit for
realizing it still provokes debate. Questions about its usefulness in balancing the Communist
superpower in Peking against the one in Moscow also remain.Arguments about the wisdom and
value of détente with the Soviet Union continue to be worthy of consideration as well. Were the
SALT and trade agreements as essential to international stability and peace as Nixon and
Kissinger believed? Neoconservative critics of détente complain that the rapprochement was
nothing more than a Soviet ploy in the Cold War and did more to undermine than benefit U.S.
national security. The available records and the passage of time allow for more rounded
judgments on this controversy.Meanwhile arguments about the Middle East today are especially
pressing. Was the administration too slow to deal with the region’s problems? Could we have
averted the Yom Kippur War? The decision to increase America’s defense condition (Defcon) in
response to a Soviet threat to send paratroops into the Sinai to prevent the demise of Egypt’s
surrounded Third Army is a troubling fact, especially in light of what new records show about
how it was done. And the postwar peacemaking against the backdrop of recent strife between
Israel and its Arab neighbors is a subject with a seemingly timeless quality.As for the 1971 Indo-
Pakistan war and the administration’s famous tilt toward Pakistan, revelations from Nixon-
Kissinger conversations make clear how truly controversial their decisions were in response to
that crisis. Was the war a realistic extension of great power politics, as Nixon and Kissinger
believed? Was world peace as much in jeopardy as they thought?Administration efforts first to
block Allende’s accession to power and then to bring him down are now well known. Additional
details about the extent of that concern and the Nixon-Kissinger response to it are part of this
book’s new history. More important is the need to revisit assertions about Allende’s threat to U.S.
national security in the hemisphere. Inevitably, questions arise about the Nixon administration’s



part, if any, in the deaths of Chilean Chief of Staff Rene Schneider in 1970 and Allende in 1973.
And what role, if any, did we play in the Pinochet coup and his subsequent hold on power?
Nixon’s use of foreign affairs to overcome impeachment threats in 1973–1974 are a disturbing
part of the administration’s history. Its impact on foreign policy deserves particular consideration,
as does the more extensive use of international relations to serve domestic political goals
throughout Nixon’s presidency. Nixon’s competence to lead the country during his impeachment
crisis also requires the closest possible scrutiny. It raises the question of whether Kissinger and
other cabinet members should have considered invoking the Twenty-fifth Amendment to ensure
that foreign adversaries did not take advantage of a weakened administration, as Kissinger
feared.At variance with the German philosopher Georg Hegel’s view that “nations and
governments have never learned anything from history,” I am convinced that the many questions
raised in this book have relevance for current national and international problems. Arguments
about the wisdom of the war in Iraq and how to end U.S. involvement there, relations with China
and Russia, what to do about enduring Mideast tensions between Israelis and Arabs, and the
advantages and disadvantages of an imperial presidency can, I believe, be usefully considered
in the context of a fresh look at Nixon and Kissinger and the power they wielded for good and
ill.RDWashington, D.C.PART ONEBRETHREN OF A KINDChapter 1NIXONA man’s philosophy
is his autobiography. You may read it in the story of his conflict with life.—WALTER LIPPMANN,
The New Republic, JULY 17, 1915In the nearly twenty years following his resignation from the
presidency in 1974, Richard Nixon struggled to reestablish himself as a well-regarded public
figure. He tried to counter negative views of himself by writing seven books, mostly about
international relations, which could sustain and increase his reputation as a world statesman. Yet
as late as 1992, he complained to Monica Crowley, a young postpresidential aide: “‘We have
taken…shit ever since—insulted by the media as the disgraced former president.’”Above all, he
craved public attention from his successors in the White House. The reluctance of Gerald Ford,
Ronald Reagan, and George H. W. Bush to invite him back to the Oval Office for advice,
particularly on foreign policy, incensed him. When Bush sent him national security form letters,
“he erupted in fury. ‘I will not give them [the Bush advisers] any advice unless they are willing to
thank me publicly,’” he told Crowley. “‘I’m tired of being taken for granted…. No more going in the
back door of the White House—middle of the night—under the cloak-of-darkness crap. Either
they want me or they don’t.’”At the 1992 Republican Convention, after Bush publicly praised
Nixon’s contribution to America’s Cold War victory, Nixon exclaimed, “‘It took guts for him to say
that…. It’s the first time that anyone has referred to me at a convention. Reagan never did. It was
gutsy.’” After Bill Clinton invited him to the White House to discuss Russia, Nixon declared it the
best meeting “‘I have had since I was president.’” He was gratified that Clinton addressed him as
“‘Mr. President.’” But when he saw his advice to Clinton being “diluted,” it “inspired rage,
disappointment and frustration.”Nixon’s postpresidential resentments were of a piece with long-
standing sensitivity to personal slights. His biography is in significant part the story of an
introspective man whose inner demons both lifted him up and brought him down. It is the history



of an exceptional man whose unhappy childhood and lifelong personal tensions propelled him
toward success and failure.It may be that Winston Churchill was right when he said that behind
every extraordinary man is an unhappy childhood. But because there are so many unhappy
children and so few exceptional men, it invites speculation on what else went into Nixon’s rise to
fame as a congressman, senator, vice president, and president. Surely, not the least of Nixon’s
motives in his drive for public visibility was an insatiable appetite for distinction—a need,
perhaps, to make up for psychic wounds that produced an unrelenting determination to elevate
himself to the front rank of America’s competitors for status, wealth, and influence. Like Lincoln,
in the words of law partner William Herndon, Nixon’s ambition was a little engine that knew no
rest.Like most political memoirists who romanticize the realities of their upbringing, Nixon
painted a portrait of an “idyllic” childhood in Yorba Linda, California, a rural town of two hundred
about thirty miles northeast of Los Angeles, and Whittier, a small city of about five thousand east
of Long Beach. He remembered “the rich scent of orange blossoms in the spring…glimpses of
the Pacific Ocean to the west [and] the San Bernardino Mountains to the north,” and the allure of
“far-off places” stimulated by train whistles in the night that made him want to become a railroad
engineer. “Life in Yorba Linda was hard but happy.” His father worked at odd jobs, but a
vegetable garden, fruit trees, and a cow provided the family with plenty to eat.When Richard was
nine, the family moved to Whittier, where his mother’s Milhous family lived. He described
growing up there in three words: “family, church and school.” There was an extended family with
scores of people, including his grandmother, Almira Burdg Milhous, who inspired him on his
thirteenth birthday in 1926 with a gift of a framed Lincoln portrait and a Longfellow poem, “Psalm
of Life”: “Lives of great men oft remind us/We can make our lives sublime/And departing, leave
behind us/Footprints on the sands of time.” Nixon cherished the picture and inscription, which he
kept hung over his bed while in high school and college.Richard remembered his parents as
models of honest decency who endowed him with attributes every youngster might wish to have.
“My father,” Nixon wrote, “was a scrappy, belligerent fighter with a quick, wide-ranging raw
intellect. He left me a respect for learning and hard work, and the will to keep fighting no matter
what the odds. My mother loved me completely and selflessly, and her special legacy was a
quiet, inner peace, and the determination never to despair.”But in fact, Nixon’s childhood was
much more tumultuous and troubling than he let on. Frank Nixon, his father, was a boisterous,
unpleasant man who needed to dominate everyone—“a ‘punishing and often brutal’ father.”
Edward Nixon, the youngest of the Nixon children described his “mother as the judge and my
father as the executioner.” Frank’s social skills left a lot to be desired; he offended most people
with displays of temper and argumentativeness. As a trolley car conductor, farmer, gas station
owner, and small grocer, he never made a particularly good living. Nixon biographers have
painted unsympathetic portraits of Frank as a difficult, abrasive character with few redeeming
qualities. Though Nixon would never openly acknowledge it, he saw his father as a harsh,
unlikable man whose weaknesses eclipsed his strengths.Frank was a standing example of what
Richard hoped not to be—a largely inconsequential figure in a universe that valued material



success and social standing. Richard was driven to do better than his father, but he also
struggled with painful inner doubts about his worthiness. Despite his striving, Richard initially
doubted that he had the wherewithal to surpass his father. Frank was not someone who either by
example or direct messages to his sons communicated much faith in their worth. At the same
time, however, Richard was his father’s son: his later readiness to run roughshod over
opponents and his mean-spiritedness in political combat said as much about Frank as it did
about Richard.Richard felt much more kindly toward his mother, Hannah. But for all the
descriptions of her as a “saint,” to which her son always subscribed, she was a remote person
whom Richard saw as “intensely private in her feelings and emotions.” She was not the sort, in
biographer Tom Wicker’s words, to offer “a close embrace, a kiss, a rollicking bounce on a
mother’s lap.”And Hannah was repeatedly absent during Richard’s early years. In 1913, nine
months after Richard’s birth in Yorba Linda, she was hospitalized for mastoid surgery, followed
by a period of recovery at her parents’ Whittier home. Richard’s maternal grandmother Almira
cared for him and an older brother, but he felt his mother’s absence nevertheless. In subsequent
years, when her demanding husband and their hard life in a bungalow house, where she and
Frank lived with four small boys, overwhelmed her, she repeatedly returned home to Whittier for
sometimes brief and sometimes lengthy stays. Hannah’s burdens, including two sickly sons, one
of whom, Arthur, died at age seven in 1925, while the other, Harold, died in 1930 at age twenty-
one, were reasons for her to give Richard less than full attention during his childhood and
adolescence.Although Richard sympathized with his mother’s need to attend principally to his
afflicted brothers, his understanding could not fill the void he felt from her occasional physical,
and more important, emotional absences. “‘My Dear Master,’” he wrote Hannah at the age of ten,
in what biographer Roger Morris calls “the pitiable cry and fantasy of a lonely boy,” who
disguised his unhappiness in a dog story. “‘I wish you would come home right now. Your good
dog Richard.’” Hannah remembered that “as a youngster, Richard seemed to need me more
than my other sons did. As a schoolboy, he used to like to have me sit with him when he
studied…. It wasn’t that Richard needed my help with his work…. Rather it was that he just liked
to have me around.”As a boy and young man, Nixon impressed most classmates and teachers
as a well-adjusted, socially engaged activist. At Whittier College, he was a class leader: a strong
student with a record of campus activism as an actor, member of the debate and football teams.
Those who got closer to him, however, recall “a solitary, shy, painfully uncertain boy amid all the
apparent energy and versatility…Many saw him as strained and tightly strung.” A classmate
recalled that “Dick was a very tense person.” Another schoolmate said, “He never had any close
friends in college. He was a loner.” His Whittier debate coach thought “there was something
mean in him, mean in the way he put his questions, argued his points.” Ola Florence Welch,
Richard’s college girlfriend, with whom he had a stormy on-and-off again relationship, believed
he suffered from “an underlying unease and awkwardness, a deeper unfulfilled need. ‘He
seemed lonely and so solemn at school. He didn’t know how to mix. He was smart and sort of
set apart. I think he was unsure of himself, deep down.’”During his three years at Duke Law



School between 1934 and 1937, he was nicknamed “gloomy Gus.” This was less because he
was so glum as because he was a workaholic who strictly limited his participation in the social
life of the campus. One classmate considered him “something of an oddball” and “slightly
paranoid.” He was a compulsive student who spent most of his time in the law library “hunched
over his books.” Only at Duke football games, to which he came and went by himself, did he give
public vent to his emotions, yelling himself hoarse in support of the team.When Tom Wicker first
encountered the forty-four-year-old Nixon in the U.S. Senate lobby in 1957, five years after he
had been elected vice president, he was “walking along rather slowly, shoulders slumped, hands
jammed in his trouser pockets, head down and his eyes apparently fixed…on the ornate Capitol
floor. What I could see of his face seemed darker than could be accounted for by the trademark
five o’clock shadow; it was preoccupied, brooding, gloomy, whether angry or merely
disconsolate I was unable to tell.” Wicker believed that he “had glimpsed a profoundly unhappy
man,” and “found it hard to fathom why” a vice president, who might someday become president,
“should appear so desolate and so alone.”To Adlai Stevenson, one of Nixon’s principal 1950s
political opponents, the man’s character registered clearly on his politics: “Nixonland—a land of
slander and scare, of sly innuendo, of a poison pen, the anonymous phone call, and hustling,
pushing, shoving—the land of smash and grab and anything to win.” For Garry Wills, Nixon was
“a brooding Irish puritan. And a lonely man.” Not the qualities one would normally expect in a
president, but then “Lincoln was even more melancholy, and downright neurotic,” Wills believes.
“I’m an introvert in an extrovert profession,” Nixon said of himself.Like Nixon, who obviously
puzzled over his success in a profession seemingly little suited to his temperament, his
biographers will always wonder about Nixon’s career choice and how someone with limited
affinity for small talk and so little personal charm could have run so often and so successfully for
high office. In an age when personality had replaced character as the ostensible measuring rod
for political advance, Nixon seems to have defied the odds.His considerable intelligence,
knowledge of American history, and ability to measure the current state of the nation were
certainly attributes that served his career. But so did his work ethic and tireless efforts during the
forty-two years he campaigned for everything from high school student body president to chief
executive of the United States. Circumstance may have schooled him in the need to work hard:
At the age of fifteen, he was responsible for buying and setting out vegetables at his parents’
grocery. He would begin work at 4 A.M., driving twelve miles to a Los Angeles market, where he
could purchase the best and cheapest produce.More was in play here than the need to ensure
the success of the family store. Richard saw hard work as the means to make something of
himself—to get beyond his parents’ cloistered world and break the chains that bound them to a
life of relative drudgery in a small town. More than that, work seemed the best way to raise his
self-esteem—to give him a sense of accomplishment and importance, to make him feel
worthwhile, valued, and admired, even loved.Involvement in productive activities became a
mainstay of his life, but not just schoolwork, which as a teenager occupied his afternoons,
nights, and weekends. In high school, he also devoted himself to acting, debate, football, and



school governance. He attended to all these commitments as if his existence depended on it. In
college, the pace became even more frenetic. “I won my share of scholarships, and of speaking
and debating prizes in school,” he said later about his four years at Whittier, “not because I was
smarter but because I worked longer and harder than some of my gifted colleagues.” In addition
to the constant attention to his classes, which earned him second place in a class of eighty-five
Whittier graduates, he played football and basketball, ran track, joined the debate team, acted in
theater productions, participated in campus politics, and helped organize and lead a men’s
society, the Orthogonians.In law school at Duke, he displayed a “single-minded, often fierce
diligence” he believed required to keep pace with his forty-three classmates, many of whom
came from more prestigious institutions than Whittier. During his first year, when he confided to a
third-year student his concern that he could not compete effectively against his better prepared
colleagues, the older student, who observed him at the library seven days and five nights a
week, advised him not “to worry. You have what it takes to learn the law—an iron butt.”Although
intelligence and high energy were essential elements in Nixon’s rise to political power, they were
not enough to explain his extraordinary success. A visceral feel for what voters wanted to hear—
expressions of shared values—also brilliantly served his political ambition.Between 1946 and
1972, when he ran for high office seven times, the issues were no longer principally about the
economic security of the middle-and workingclass voters he had to win over; years after the
Depression, amid a booming economy, fears of economic problems and job loss were
diminished concerns. Instead, public debate focused on the Communist threat. Below the
surface was a concern with what the historian Richard Hofstadter called status politics. As in the
progressive era at the start of the twentieth century, when politics revolved less around ensuring
national prosperity than restoring “morality” to civic life, politics after 1945 centered on “status
anxieties” and “status resentments…issues of religion, morals, personal style, and culture.” It
was not the politics of who got what but of insistence on deference—the anger of ordinary
citizens toward elites, the most privileged members of society who impressed less
sophisticated, conventional-thinking folks as disrespectful of their standards. As Hofstadter
stated it, these Americans “believe that their prestige in the community, even indeed their self-
esteem, depends on having their values honored in public.”Dick Nixon’s early life is a textbook
example of status strivings. When he was a young man growing up in the 1920s and 1930s in
Southern California, a developing region removed from the country’s power centers in the
Northeast and Middle West, the recent migrants to the area were ambitious not only for
economic success but also for recognition as valued members of American society. The status
concerns of Nixon’s contemporaries in Yorba Linda and Whittier reinforced the intense desire for
personal recognition of a boy from an unexceptional lower-middle-class family whose ownership
of a grocery and a gas station gave it limited status in the community. A cousin remembered how
Dick’s work at the store embarrassed him: “He didn’t want anybody to see him go get
vegetables, so he got up real early and then got back real quick,” she said. “And he didn’t like to
wait on people in the store.”In college, Richard gave clear expression to his status concerns



when he took a central part in creating and advancing the Orthogonians. Although he quickly
established himself as someone of importance on campus by being elected president of his
freshman class, the unwillingness of the Franklins, the leading campus men’s society, to offer
him membership incensed him. When another new student responded to the same slight by
proposing the organization of a competing society, Dick was so eager to help that the group
made him its first president. The Orthogonians distinguished themselves from the Franklins, who
were notable for their elitism, by emphasizing the square shooting unpretentious qualities of
student athletes, its principal members. “They were the haves and we were the have-nots,” Nixon
said later of the two groups. But others remember that the Orthogonians quickly took on the
pretensions of the Franklins, asserting political influence, setting social standards, and excluding
most of the college’s athletes and everyone else from its ranks.Nixon later rationalized the
snobbery of arrivistes by making a distinction between inherited and earned exclusivity.
Reflecting on the status strivings of young people, he said, “What starts the process really are
laughs and slights and snubs when you are a kid. Sometimes it’s because you’re poor or Irish or
Jewish or Catholic or ugly or simply that you are skinny. But if you are reasonably intelligent and
if your anger is deep enough and strong enough, you learn that you can change those attitudes
by excellence, personal gut performance, while those who have everything are sitting on their fat
butts.” During a 1968 interview, asked if he had a special affinity for Theodore Roosevelt, Nixon
replied: “‘I guess I’m like him in one way only: I like to be in the arena. I have seen those who
have nothing to do—I could be one of them if I wanted—the people just lying around at Palm
Beach. Nothing could be more pitiful.’ His voice,” Garry Wills said, “had contempt in it, not pity.”A
winning campaign for student body president at the end of his junior year, in the spring of 1933,
was his first schooling in the use of status politics. Although a Quaker, whose strict religious
upbringing forbade dancing, Richard made a fuller campus social life, including monthly dance
parties, his platform. The proposal appealed to a student majority which, unlike members of the
elite campus societies, lacked a sense of belonging or involvement in the college. Although he
raised other issues during the campaign, “the promise of dance parties on campus,” Roger
Morris wrote, “inexpensive and open to all students, continued to be his main appeal…. The
dance issue also pitted the less affluent, non-organization students who lived at home against
the wealthier dormitory residents.” After he won, his student opponent said, “He knew what issue
to use to get support…He’s a real smart politician.”When Richard began at Duke Law School in
September 1934, it was with a sense of exhilaration that he was entering a larger world in which
he could achieve big things. But his law degree in 1937 did not immediately satisfy his yearning
for greater distinction. Although he would hold third place in his graduating class, he could not
land a job at either of the two prestigious New York law firms to which he applied. The rejections,
especially alongside of the fact that one classmate with lower grades received a position at
another desirable New York firm, left him feeling “bitterly defeated.” He returned to Whittier,
where he spent weeks in “a petulant, stubborn pout.” Invitations from a local firm to discuss a
position went unanswered for over a month. When he finally accepted an appointment with



Wingert and Bewley, he wrote Duke’s law school dean, “I’ve convinced myself that it is right.”
Nixon felt humiliated by having to take a job in a local Whittier law firm rather than in a more
prestigious one in a major metropolis. But the “defeat,” as Nixon saw it, strengthened his
determination to make something more of himself than a small-town lawyer.During his first two
years at Wingert and Bewley, where he became a partner in 1939, Nixon’s strivings began to
find an outlet in local politics, especially a campaign to win a Republican nomination for an
assembly seat, which collapsed when the incumbent decided to run again. In October 1941,
sixteen months after he had married Patricia Ryan, a secondary-school teacher of commercial
subjects, he accepted a job at the Office of Price Administration in Washington, D.C. The Nixons
saw the job as a way to escape Whittier for a more interesting life in the capital. They also hoped
Dick might contribute something to America’s nonbelligerent war effort against Hitler. Pat, whose
ambitions, as with so many other middle-class women at that time, were entirely invested in her
husband’s career, was more than happy to move anyplace that might broaden Dick’s
opportunities.In August 1942, with the United States now in the fighting after Pearl Harbor,
Richard joined the Navy. He became a lieutenant commander and served in the southwest
Pacific in the Combat Air Transport Command arranging supply shipments from island to island
and the removal of wounded troops. After returning to the States in July 1944 and completing his
Navy service over the next fourteen months in Washington, Philadelphia, New York, and
Baltimore overseeing Navy contract terminations, Dick accepted an invitation from a college
classmate and local Republican leader, who saw him as a representative figure in California’s
Twelfth Congressional District and a combative fellow willing to do political battle, to run for the
area’s House seat. Nixon’s intelligence, competitive drive, skills as a debater, and commitment
to conservative shibboleths convinced the district’s Republican committee that he would make a
strong candidate against Jerry Voorhis, a five-term New Deal Democrat.Nixon’s campaign was a
combination of old-fashioned sleazy politics and high-minded rhetoric appealing to the ideals of
a wide array of voters. In an era when political leaders like Franklin Roosevelt and Winston
Churchill inspired young men to reach for high office, Nixon could imagine himself doing great
things for his country and even the world. Yet the give and take of local politics for a House seat
did not encourage Nixon’s idealistic side.The premium was on winning by fair means and foul.
And the need to outspend an entrenched opponent came first. Nixon’s backers spent more than
three times what Voorhis did. The thousands of dollars poured into the campaign came in
significant part from big oil, which was eager to beat a liberal who had joined President Harry
Truman in opposing a tidelands bill permitting offshore drilling. Former president Herbert Hoover
saw Voorhis as emblematic of the Democratic party’s big-government philosophy. He put his not
inconsiderable support behind someone who promised to become an opponent of everything
Voorhis stood for. The twelfth district’s newspapers gave Nixon another big advantage. He held a
monopoly on editorial support for his candidacy. Local businesses backed him with billboard ads
all over the district; Voorhis had none.Nixon also gained an edge over Voorhis by besting him in
a series of five debates and spending more time in the district wooing voters. Voorhis did not



match Nixon’s fastidiousness about seeing constituents; he assumed that his ten years of
service to the district made renewed contacts with voters superfluous.Yet neither the money nor
the backing of old-line conservative Republicans, nor Nixon’s forensic skills and hard work,
however considerable, were enough to ensure him the decisive 57 percent majority he won in
November 1946. His appeal rested primarily on a message of shared principles with the district’s
voters, who were increasingly concerned about the Communist threat to America’s way of life.
Communism’s antagonism to all organized religions, commitment to state planning, and
suppression of freedoms, especially to enjoy the fruits of a free enterprise system in which
twelfth-district voters were prospering, made any candidate even vaguely identified with such an
outlook more than suspect.Nixon’s campaign was much less about what he would do in
Congress than an effective assault on Voorhis’s reliability as an anti-Communist defender of
American institutions and traditions. As Nixon told his campaign manager after being nominated,
“We definitely should not come out on issues too early…. We thereby avoid giving Voorhis
anything to shoot at.”Instead, the objective was to reflect the country’s and district’s growing fear
of communism. At a time when the Soviets were asserting their dominance over Eastern Europe
and a civil war in China threatened a Communist takeover of a former ally, a handful of New
Dealers remained sympathetic to Moscow, despite its transparent abuse of democratic
freedoms. “Radical” labor unions antagonized millions of middle-class citizens by disrupting the
economy with work stoppages, and Americans were drawn to candidates promising to defeat
the Communist threat at home and abroad.Jerry Voorhis was a perfect target for an aspiring
challenger like Nixon. A privileged American from a wealthy family who had earned a Yale
degree, been a youthful member of the Socialist party, and supported every major New Deal
program since his election in 1936, including its close alliance with the American Federation of
Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organizations, Voorhis was an exemplar of what
Republicans trying to unseat Democrats were aiming at in the 1946 elections. Nixon attacked
Voorhis in their first debate as the candidate of the CIO’s political action committee, which the
Los Angeles Times speculated was under Communist influence. Although Voorhis denied
Nixon’s charges of his ties to the CIO-PAC, the smear stuck. It persuaded Nixon that false
accusations against political opponents for weakness in response to communism or insufficient
commitment to “American values” was an irresistible means to defeat them.Nixon’s speeches
during the campaign echoed the theme of standing up for America against the ideas that Jerry
Voorhis supported. “The Republican party must again take a stand for freedom,” Nixon declared
in a Lincoln day address. The Democrats have “led us far on the road to socialism and
communism.” In August, he “welcome[d] the opposition of the PAC, with its communist principles
and its huge [labor union] slush fund.” At their first debate in September, Nixon supporters
handed out a two-page “fact sheet” stating that Voorhis “votes straight down the line for the
SOCIALIZATION OF OUR COUNTRY.” A few days later, Nixon warned a rally against those in
office “who would destroy our constitutional principles through the socialization of American free
institutions. These are people who front for un-American elements, wittingly or otherwise.” Nixon



predicted that his opponents would “deprive the people of liberty.” He intended to “return the
government to the people.”Pro-Nixon newspapers denounced Voorhis as casting “pro-Russian
votes” and votes against “measures the communists vigorously oppose.” One newspaper ad for
Nixon described Voorhis as “a former registered Socialist” with a “voting record in Congress
more Socialistic and Communistic than Democratic.” During the last month of the campaign,
Nixon repeatedly warned against “extreme left-wingers…sboring from within, striving…to bring
about the socialization of America’s basic institutions.” He saw radicals in government set upon
giving “the American people a communist form of government.”The day before the election,
newspapers urged a “vote against New Deal communism. Vote Republican. Vote American!”
The campaign generated exceptional enthusiasm from Nixon’s backers who felt themselves part
of a crusade to save America. As one of Nixon’s businessmen supporters put it, “Roosevelt’s era
was fading. All of the various government agencies that had been created were having their
problems and the government…was flailing in the air.” The historian David Greenberg concludes
that Nixon won “because he had aligned himself with the people and Voorhis with the federal
bureaucracy.”Because Nixon later had a reputation as “tricky Dick,” a man constantly reinventing
himself to serve the political moment, biographers have wondered what, at any given time, did
he really believe? “Nixon watchers have long debated whether the candidate’s man-of-the-
people self-portrait was genuine or a cynical contrivance,” Greenberg says of the 1946
campaign. “To his critics, who didn’t emerge as an identifiable bloc until some years later,
Nixon’s presentation was thoroughly phony, a guise assumed by a lackey of oilmen and fat cats.
His defenders have argued otherwise, seeking to show that his advocates were not plutocrats
but ‘small-business men’ or ‘entrepreneurs.’”It is conceivable, and indeed likely, that Nixon, with
his eagerness to win and genuine idealism infused in him by his moralistic Quaker mother, was
both an opportunist exaggerating Voorhis’s affinity for radicalism and an honest reflector of the
district’s ethics. As has been the case with so many other American politicians throughout the
country’s history, candidates for low and high offices have rationalized cutting corners with self-
assurances that opponents genuinely posed a threat to the national well-being and that political
hyperbole and insincerity are commonplace devices for winning office.For the ambitious Richard
Nixon, his performance in the 1946 campaign was not all that different from what other
successful political candidates challenging incumbents for House seats did that year. Nixon
knew that his campaign rhetoric was hyperbolic and that he was encouraging current irrational
fears about the Communist threat in the United States. “Of course I knew Jerry Voorhis was not a
communist,” Nixon said later, “[but] I had to win.” At the same time, however, he had genuine
concerns about the danger to American institutions from Communist subversion. And so he
justified his campaign as an expression of democracy—a reflection of what he and a majority of
Southern California voters believed were essential for the country’s future.Nevertheless, his
eagerness to win a House seat was more at the center of his overstatements than any genuine
fear that Voorhis’s return to the House would seriously jeopardize the national well-being. He
comforted himself with the rationalization that becoming a profile in political courage could come



later.As a congressman between 1947 and 1950, he seized several opportunities to act boldly
on behalf of larger national purposes. The first of these came in 1947 when he was chosen to
serve on a House Select Committee on Foreign Aid. Although Republican leaders in the twelfth
district warned him against “an unworkable” and inflationary foreign aid policy, Nixon felt
compelled to rise above such partisanship to back the Truman administration’s Marshall Plan for
reconstructing Western Europe. A visit to the Balkans to assess Communist dangers convinced
him that the United States had no choice but to supply the economic wherewithal to combat
Moscow’s political assault on the West. It was the beginning of his schooling in matters he
believed essential to the country’s national security.At the same time, a House proposal to rein in
labor union excesses seemed like an opportunity not only to serve the country’s domestic well-
being but also to give him instant visibility as a potential political star. “I was elected to smash the
labor bosses and my one principle is to accept no dictation from the CIO-PAC,” Nixon declared
melodramatically upon entering Congress. He promptly took a prominent place among
supporters of the controversial anti-Union Taft-Hartley legislation that became law over Truman’s
veto.But it was his role in the Alger Hiss case that brought him national fame on a grand scale. A
former high state department official under suspicion as a Soviet agent, Hiss and his alleged
record of wrongdoing impressed Nixon as a chance to educate the public about the Communist
danger in the United States. The case also struck him as an irresistible chance to assert himself
against someone who seemed like a perfect stand-in for all those self-important people who he
believed looked down on him, and to advance his political career by making headlines in a high-
profile spy case.In his 1962 book, Six Crises, Nixon explained that going after Hiss meant
“opposing the President of the United States and the majority of press corps opinion, which is so
important to the career of anyone in elective office.” His “stand, which was based on my own
opinion and judgment, placed me more or less in the corner of a former Communist functionary
[Whitaker Chambers, who was Hiss’s principal accuser] and against one of the brightest, most
respected young men following a public career. Yet I could not go against my own conscience
and my conscience told me that, in this case, the rather unsavory-looking Chambers was telling
the truth and the honest-looking Hiss was lying.”In insisting on the need for an investigation of
Hiss, Nixon saw the stakes for the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC), on which
he was serving, and more important, the nation, as terribly high. The principal object of such an
investigation was, as Nixon remembered Woodrow Wilson’s view, “to inform the public on great
national and international issues…. More important by far than the fate of the Committee,” Nixon
concluded, “was the national interest.”Aside from assumptions about serving the country, Nixon
took satisfaction from the thought of bringing down Hiss and vindicating Chambers. Hiss, with
his degrees from Johns Hopkins and Harvard and credentials as a lawyer associated with
Justices Oliver Wendell Holmes and Felix Frankfurter, two of the country’s most distinguished
jurists, was everything Nixon envied and longed to be, but could only attain vicariously by
eclipsing Hiss.Nixon’s personal antagonism to Hiss expressed itself in a memo to a journalist
describing Hiss as “rather insolent toward me…and from that time my suspicion concerning him



continued to grow.” Nixon later described Hiss as “too suave, too smooth, and too self-confident
to be an entirely trustworthy witness.” Robert Stripling, HUAC’s chief investigator, believed that
Nixon’s eagerness to expose Hiss as a spy was “a personal thing.” Stripling concluded that after
Hiss said to Nixon, “I graduated from Harvard, I heard your school was Whittier,” Nixon was
determined to get him.Political ambition, of course, was also at work. In promoting the Hiss
investigation in the summer of 1948, Nixon may have felt some trepidation at taking on the
President of the United States, who had called HUAC’s probe of Hiss a “red herring,” but he also
knew that it was a relatively easy way to generate substantial personal publicity. If he could show
up the president by proving Hiss a liar, or better yet, a secret Soviet agent, it would make him an
overnight political star. And even if he couldn’t make any charges stick against Hiss, it would still
give Richard Nixon a degree of national visibility that would be the envy of more senior
congressmen.The more Nixon became identified with the case, however, the more he saw it as
essential to demonstrate Hiss’s guilt—as a liar and a perjurer, if not a spy. During the
investigation, when Nixon believed he had nailed Hiss, he told the press that he had “conclusive
proof of the greatest treason conspiracy in the nation’s history…proof that cannot be denied
[and] puncturing the myth of the ‘red herring’ President Truman had created.” When the reliability
of this “proof” came under temporary suspicion and it appeared that Chambers would be
discredited and Hiss exonerated, Nixon exploded: “Oh, my God, this is the end of my political
career! My whole career is ruined.” But of course it wasn’t, and with Hiss’s conviction as a
perjurer, Nixon gained everything he hoped for—personal notoriety and the humiliation of
someone considered his better.Nixon’s success in the Hiss case made him a viable candidate
for a U.S. Senate seat from California in 1950. (Hiss was convicted in January 1950 of lying
about stealing state department documents and contacts with Chambers. The statute of
limitations had expired on espionage charges.) After the Republicans lost control of the House in
the Truman victory over New York Governor Tom Dewey in 1948, Nixon bristled at the thought of
being “‘a comer with no place to go.’” He didn’t want to be part of “a vocal but ineffective
minority.” Like John F. Kennedy, who found membership in the House too narrow a venue for his
ambitions, Nixon was eager for greater political influence. When it appeared that Sheridan
Downey, the incumbent Democrat, would not run because of health problems and that the
Democrats would make Congresswoman Helen Gahagan Douglas the nominee, Nixon entered
the Senate race.Douglas impressed him as more beatable than Downey or almost any other
Democrat who might run that year. A beautiful former stage and movie actress and wife of movie
star Melvyn Douglas, Mrs. Douglas was, like Voorhis, a down-the-line liberal Democrat with ties
to Eleanor Roosevelt and Hollywood celebrities known for their leftist politics. She was also the
offspring of an elite New York family and a privileged woman who had attended private East
Coast schools and gained enough public notoriety to make her a three-term member of
Congress. Her superior social standing made her all the more appealing to Nixon as an
opponent he would take special pleasure in defeating.But what made her vulnerable in a 1950
statewide race was her seeming casualness about the Communist threat. She had voted against



funding HUAC, declared on the floor of the House in 1946, “Mr. Speaker, I think we all know that
communism is no real threat to the democratic institutions of this country,” and in 1947, opposed
the Truman Doctrine aiding Greece and Turkey as likely to prop up undemocratic regimes and
undermine the United Nations by substituting American power for collective security. Although
she deplored the Soviet system as “the cruelest, most barbaric autocracy in world history” and
saw no place for communism in America, she had opened herself to charges of being
insufficiently concerned about the Soviet menace and, perhaps worse, of being more
sympathetic to Moscow’s brand of politics and governance than she let on.Douglas failed to
realize how much worldwide Communist gains had frightened the great majority of Americans.
Soviet control of Eastern Europe, a Communist coup in Czechoslovakia, a Soviet blockade of
West Berlin, the vulnerability of an economically unstable Western Europe to Communist
subversion, allegations about spy rings in Canada and the United States, Moscow’s detonation
of an atomic bomb, Communist control of China, Wisconsin Senator Joseph McCarthy’s
assertions about subversives in the State Department, and a North Korean attack on the South
convinced millions of Americans that the United States was locked in a life-and-death struggle
with radicals at home and abroad intent on destroying the American way of life.Douglas was also
unprepared for how ruthless Nixon might be in attacking her ideas, party, and loyalty to
American political and economic traditions. He declared the election a contest between
“freedom and state socialism.” He characterized the Democrats as “a group of ruthless, cynical
seekers-after-power” who had committed themselves “to policies and principles which are
completely foreign to” the country and their party.The assault on Douglas was, if anything, even
more overstated. Nixon identified her with New York Representative Vito Marcantonio, “an
admitted friend of the Communist Party,” labeled her an appeaser of hostile forces, issued over
five hundred thousand copies of a “pink sheet,” detailing her shared votes in the House with
Marcantonio, “the notorious Communist party-liner,” and labeled her “the pink lady,” who was
“pink down to her underwear,” a pejorative image that sunk her campaign. The challenge, Nixon
declared throughout the election, was preserving American institutions against alien ideas and
influences. Hundreds of billboards across the state described Nixon as “On Guard for
America.”Although House Speaker Sam Rayburn warned Douglas about Nixon, describing him
as a man with “the most devious face of all those who have served in Congress in all the years
I’ve been here,” she later acknowledged that she had “failed to take his attacks seriously
enough.” She dismissed the pink sheet as “ridiculous, absolutely absurd.” And when she
responded to Nixon’s charges, it was an ineffective attempt to identify him with Hitler and Stalin,
who, she asserted, had also gained power by using “the Big Lie.”Nixon won by a landslide, 59
percent to 40 percent, the largest victory margin in any 1950 U.S. Senate race. His success had
almost nothing to do with interest politics or the economic well-being of Californians. In fact,
there was hardly a mention of how occupants of the state would personally gain from Nixon’s
election. To be sure, big oil and agribusiness as well as wealthy banking, realty, brokerage,
construction, and chemical executives saw Nixon as more likely to serve their interests than



Douglas and the Democrats. But the great majority of voters never showed any sustained
concern with how the election would affect their jobs or the state’s economic future. Everywhere
Nixon spoke in the state, he told a campaign manager, he was asked about communism and
Hiss. “There’s no use trying to talk about anything else,” Nixon said, “because it’s all the people
want to hear about.”Nixon’s appeal rested on his ability to reflect voter fears and principles. He
described himself as determined to “resist the socialization of free American institutions…[to]
take a clear, aggressive stand against communist infiltration…[and to] place national security
above partisanship in foreign policy.” Mrs. Douglas and the Democrats could call their program a
“Fair Deal or social welfare,” Nixon said. “It’s still the same old socialist baloney any way you slice
it.”Nixon repeatedly said, “I have been advised not to talk about communism, but I’m going to tell
the people of California the truth.” No one in Nixon’s campaign was urging him to mute the Red
threat. But saying so, suggested that he was fearless in taking on forces that might personally
punish him. He described the great issue in the campaign as “whether the American system of
government can be maintained.” He explained that American Communists had been “given a
virtual blueprint for revolution” that included plans, as reported in the press, “to contaminate food
supplies, wreck trains, seize arsenals and cities…sabotage defense plants, and deprive major
industrial cities of lights, power, and gas.” His campaign ads announced, “If you want to work for
Uncle Sam instead of slave for Uncle Joe, vote for Dick Nixon. Don’t be left, be right, with Nixon.
Don’t vote the Red ticket, vote the Red, White, and Blue ticket. Be an American, vote for
Nixon.”Nixon would later acknowledge that his campaign was regrettable. “I’m sorry about that
episode,” he told a publisher in 1957, “I was a very young man.” But his later regrets for what one
biographer described as “the most notorious, controversial campaign in American political
history” was no doubt tied to hopes of portraying himself as more moderate in a coming
presidential contest. Although the 1950 election would permanently fix him in the minds of
millions of Americans as “Tricky Dick,” the campaign would also school him in the importance of
foreign relations and stimulate an interest in finding realistic responses to national security
threats. Nixon entirely agreed when President John F. Kennedy rhetorically asked him in 1961, “It
really is true that foreign affairs is the only important issue for a President to handle, isn’t it? I
mean, who gives a shit if the minimum wage is $1.15 or $1.25, in comparison to something like”
the failed invasion of Cuba at the Bay of Pigs? Kennedy added.Less than two years after
entering the Senate, in 1953, Nixon became Dwight Eisenhower’s vice presidential running
mate. Eager to appease the conservative wing of the Republican party, which had hoped to
make Senator Robert Taft of Ohio the nominee, Ike gave the nod to the party’s poster boy for
anticommunism at home and abroad. Nixon’s preconvention support of Eisenhower over Taft
and Governor Earl Warren, his fellow Californian, demonstrated Nixon’s consistent talent for
sensing the country’s political direction, which saw Eisenhower’s military credentials as highly
appealing in the intensifying Cold War.Nixon began the campaign by reiterating his conservative
credentials. After a leading party conservative refused to second Nixon’s nomination because of
the party’s treatment of Taft, Nixon used his vice-presidential acceptance speech to strongly



praise Taft. The warmth of his language touched off a demonstration for “Mr. Republican” that
embarrassed Eisenhower’s supporters. When the Taft demonstration subsided, Nixon
underscored his conservative credentials by predicting that the party’s success in the coming
election would depend on convincing voters that the Republicans would be more effective than
the Democrats in “destroying the forces of communism at home and abroad.” It was a
restatement of the “Americanism” issue that had carried Nixon so far so quickly in national
politics.Nixon intended to make his defense of American institutions against Communist
dangers the centerpiece of his vice-presidential campaign. Eisenhower shared Nixon’s
conviction that this was not only essential for national security but also good electoral politics. As
president, Ike declared, he would “get out of the governmental offices…people who have been
weak enough to embrace communism.”But allegations beginning in mid-September 1952 that
wealthy supporters had set up a secret fund to allow Nixon’s family to live lavishly beyond his
senator’s salary distracted the public from his anti-Communist appeal. Columnist Drew
Pearson’s assertion that Nixon’s aides threatened to attack him as a Communist if he publicized
the fund story helped make the charges against Nixon an irresistible issue. The press reported
that the inches of newspaper columns discussing Nixon’s fund “now exceeded those for both
Eisenhower and [Adlai] Stevenson [the Democratic candidate] throughout the country.”Believing
that the accusations could jeopardize Eisenhower’s candidacy, Ike’s aides pressured Nixon to
leave the ticket or at the very least defend himself before a national television audience.
Eisenhower himself urged Nixon to “tell them [the public] everything there is tell, everything you
can remember since the day you entered public life. Tell them about any money you have ever
received.” Because the charges of corruption were unmerited (the fund consisted of only
$18,000 that had been reported as legitimate campaign contributions) and because Nixon had
no intention of stepping down and giving up his long-term political ambitions, he agreed to offer
a public defense of himself. Angered and frustrated by what he saw as an unwarranted attack on
his integrity, Nixon initially responded that the charges against him were Communist-inspired.
After deciding that he would have to meet the accusations head-on, he privately criticized
Eisenhower for refusing to take a stand in his defense. “After the television program,” he told Ike,
“if you think I should stay on or get off, I think you should say so either way. There comes a time
in matters like these when you have to shit or get off the pot!”On September 23, from the El
Capitan Theatre near the corner of Hollywood and Vine in Los Angeles, Nixon spoke to sixty
million Americans, the largest TV audience to that point in the nation’s history. The setting for the
speech was an invented den with an armchair and a desk against a backdrop of “a bookcase
with wooden prop books with painted titles, one of them captioned Roosevelt Letters.” A
journalist reported, “The spectacle was stage managed by Hollywood soap opera
experts.”Nixon’s speech was a masterpiece of political showmanship that appealed to millions of
Americans. The address was especially effective in reaching out to voters who had never seen
or heard Nixon before. A youthful-looking thirty-nine-year-old with dark hair and plain features,
distinguished by what cartoonists portrayed as a “ski-slope” nose, Nixon seemed like an



ordinary American. Speaking from an outline, his speech came across as an unrehearsed
spontaneous explanation. His apparent openness and sincerity seemed to belie complaints that
he was an untrustworthy, even ruthless politician dubbed “Tricky Dick.”He began his talk by
acknowledging that his “honesty and integrity” were in question. The charges were “a smear”
that he would refute by telling “the truth.” There was no “secret fund,” the $18,000 was strictly for
“political expenses that I did not think should be charged to the taxpayers of the United States.”
Moreover, “no contributor to any of my campaigns has ever received any consideration that he
would not have received as an ordinary constituent.” Nor had he ever had his wife on his office
payroll as other elected officials had. The fund was for expenses essential to exposing the
Truman administration’s communism and corruption.Mindful that it was insufficient to explain the
fund’s legitimacy, Nixon provided “a complete financial history; everything I’ve earned;
everything I’ve spent; everything I owe.” Recounting his family’s modest circumstances, he
provided a detailed accounting of his and Pat’s assets and debts. “Every dime we have is
honestly ours,” he assured his audience. “Pat doesn’t have a mink coat,” he added. “But she
does have a respectable cloth coat. And I always tell her that she’d look good in anything.” To
demonstrate his qualities as a loving family man, he described how a man in Texas sent his two
little girls a cocker spaniel. Tricia, the six-year-old, had named him Checkers. “And you know the
kids love the dog and I just want to say this right now, that regardless of what they say about it,
we’re gonna keep it.”Nixon was determined to use the speech not only to defend himself but also
to gain an edge in the campaign. He drew comparisons between Adlai Stevenson’s privileged
social position as the inheritor of a family fortune and his emergence from “modest means.”
Quoting Lincoln, “God must have loved the common people—he made so many of them,” Nixon
suggested that Honest Abe would have been on his side.Nixon’s performance stirred strong
viewer emotions. To those who were already Nixon antagonists, the speech was at a minimum
“tasteless” and “histrionic.” New Yorker columnist Richard Rovere complained that Nixon’s
language formed a striking contradiction with his Quaker faith: “It would be hard to think of
anything more wildly at variance with the spirit of the Society of Friends,” Rovere wrote, “than his
appeal for the pity and sympathy of his countrymen…on the ground that his wife didn’t own a
mink coat.” To most Nixon critics, the speech was “a sort of comic and demeaning public
striptease that cast Nixon forever as a vulgar political trickster who would disclose the most
intimate private details and stoop even to exploiting his wife and his children’s dog to grub
votes.”Most of the response, however, was decidedly positive. Of the approximately four million
written and telephoned messages, favorable reactions outran negative ones by a seventy-five to
one margin. The reaction was less to the substantive issue of personal corruption or to the
campaign issues of communism and Korea than to the man himself. A scholar who studied the
messages concluded that Nixon “had succeeded in projecting an image of himself to which they
[writers and callers] could respond…. As a man who shared their own feelings, thought as they
thought, and valued what they valued…a reflection of themselves, and in their responses they
seemed to say ‘We trust him; we believe in him because he is one of us.’”Nixon’s defense of his



financial history and his appeal to American egalitarianism put him back in Eisenhower’s good
graces and secured his place on the ticket. But his humiliation at having to defend his integrity
intensified the “partisan zeal and harshness” that were the hallmarks of his past political
campaigns. In speech after speech, he described Adlai Stevenson and the Democrats as
“spineless” dupes taken in by Communist trickery. “Nothing would please the Kremlin more” than
a Stevenson presidency, Nixon declared. The Democratic candidate held “a Ph.D. degree from
[Secretary of State Dean] Acheson’s College of Cowardly Communist Containment.” In
appealing to the cranky, frightened, paranoid side of the American character, Nixon provoked
counterattacks that intensified his own feelings of persecution and made him all the more
inclined to see opponents as agents of sinister forces out to destroy him.Nixon’s eight years as
vice president were in part a continuation of his unrestrained rhetoric about political foes. During
the 1954 mid-term elections, with congressional control at stake, he pummeled the Democrats
for losing China, causing the Korean War, and jeopardizing Indochina. He also claimed that
Eisenhower’s election in 1952 saved the country from a Democratic “blueprint for socializing
America.” Everything from medicine to housing and atomic energy was supposed to come under
state control. Nixon’s “ill-will campaign,” Stevenson said, was “McCarthyism in a white collar,”
associating Nixon with Wisconsin Senator Joseph McCarthy’s reckless indifference to the truth
in pursuit of political advantage.The most memorable moments in Nixon’s vice presidential term
came in the spring of 1958 when he visited Latin America, and in the summer of 1959 when he
debated Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev in an American model kitchen at an exhibition in
Moscow. The climax of the eighteen-day tour of South America occurred in Caracas, Venezuela,
where Nixon was mobbed, spat on, stoned, and almost killed. He portrayed the attacks as a
“firsthand demonstration of the ruthlessness, fanaticism and determination of the enemy we face
in the world struggle.” After this, Nixon believed, no one could describe Latin American
Communists as “merely ‘harmless radicals.’” They were not nationalists with justifiable
grievances against their respective governments but tools of the “international Communist
conspiracy.”The Caracas confrontation had substantial political benefits: millions of Americans
rallied behind their vice president and boosted his chances of becoming Eisenhower’s White
House successor. (Lyndon Johnson, the Democratic Senate majority leader, who had described
Nixon to a reporter as nothing but “chicken shit,” led a crowd of dignitaries welcoming Nixon
back to Washington. “In politics,” Johnson now told the journalist, “overnight, chicken shit can
turn to chicken salad.”)Nixon’s political stock, however, took a sharp tumble in November 1958
when big Democratic gains in the House and the Senate defeated his high-profile campaign to
restore Republican control of Congress. The upturn in his approval ratings after the Caracas
episode seemed only temporary.But his confrontation with Khrushchev gave renewed luster to
his public standing. A fierce argument with Khrushchev—the “kitchen debate”—over the virtues
of their respective economic and political systems, including finger-poking exchanges before TV
cameras, once again showed Nixon as a devoted spokesman for American values. A televised
address to the Russian people, in which Nixon extolled the superiority of the American way of



life, “was designed to make everyone wish he or she had been born in the U.S.A.” Quoting
statistics about home, auto, TV, and radio ownership in the United States, Nixon implicitly
emphasized the superior standard of living produced by a free-enterprise system. But more
important than the material benefits of capitalism, he said, were the freedoms Americans
enjoyed—of speech, religion, press, and movement within and outside the United States.At the
height of the Cold War competition with Soviet communism, a contest millions of Americans
feared might end in disaster, Nixon gave the country fresh hope that it would come out on top,
and, not incidentally, renewed the conviction that Richard Nixon might be the best public official
to secure the victory.Nixon viewed his vice presidency as preparing him for a presidential
campaign and the presidency. It was a difficult challenge. Vice presidents traditionally played a
distinctly minor role in both domestic and foreign affairs. There’s nothing to be said about the
vice presidency, Woodrow Wilson declared, and after you’ve said that, there’s nothing more to
say. Eisenhower echoed the point during the 1960 campaign when he answered a query about
Nixon’s involvement in a major administration decision by asking for a week to come up with an
example.Nixon understood that he would not be able to rely on past campaign strategies to win
the White House. Eight years of Republican rule foreclosed renewed attacks against Democrats
for failing national security tests. Moreover, a Democratic opponent might effectively match
appeals to national standards that Nixon had used so successfully in the past. Consequently, he
aimed to establish himself as a statesman with unmatched foreign policy credentials in a time of
continuing overseas dangers. He used the vice presidency to school himself in the major
challenges the United States seemed certain to face in Europe, Asia, Latin America, and the
Middle East. He took six high-visibility trips abroad, traveling nearly 160,000 miles to fifty-eight
countries and four U.S. possessions.But more than a strategy for the 1960 campaign shaped
Nixon’s focus on foreign affairs during his vice presidency. He believed himself temperamentally
best suited to making foreign policy. Becoming a successful executive legislator, as Lyndon
Johnson would prove to be as president, was nothing Nixon relished. He did not find the give
and take with congressmen and senators very appealing. Instead, he preferred to fix his
attention on foreign affairs, where “he could engage his intelligence more than his personality”
and enjoy greater freedom to assert leadership.BETWEEN 1960 AND 1964, however, Nixon
seemed to lose his political magic: whether because his personal failings as a slash-and-burn
politician had alienated some voters or because he was out of sync with the current public
mood, he suffered the first major electoral defeats in his career and had to temporarily sit on his
ambition for the White House.Since unrelenting effort had been a mainstay of his earlier
victories, Nixon planned to work harder in the 1960 presidential contest than ever before. But a
jam-packed schedule, including a pledge to campaign in all fifty states, proved to be a serious
mistake. Instead of appearing relaxed and vibrant, his Herculean exertions made him seem
exhausted and unprepared to bring fresh energy to the presidency. One adviser accurately
warned him that it would be a fatal error to project less than a “relaxed, confident, fresh and
unwearied” image, which was exactly what his Democratic opponent, the youthful



Massachusetts Senator John F. Kennedy, was doing.Because nonstop campaigning combined
with a two-week hospital stay for an infected knee left him thin and pale, Nixon came across as
scrawny, listless, and far less presidential than Kennedy, during an initial television debate. (“My,
God!” Chicago’s Mayor Richard Daley quipped. “They’ve embalmed him before he even died.”)
Nixon’s exhaustion registered on aides during a motorcade through Iowa, where he was sick
with flu and small crowds at crossroads in farm communities frustrated him. Losing self-control
on the drive between towns, Nixon, like an enraged child, began kicking the driver’s seat in front
of him until the car stopped and his fellow passengers could calm him down.Nixon hoped to use
the Eisenhower foreign policy record to make his case for the presidency. But the “missile gap,”
allegedly favoring the Soviet Union, and the rise of a hostile pro-Communist government in Cuba
made it difficult for Nixon to take the high ground in arguing his superior credentials as a foreign
policy leader. Nixon found it hard to play the anti-Communist card that had served him so well in
past campaigns. Instead, he emphasized his superior executive experience to Kennedy’s and
his greater knowledge of the crucial foreign policy challenges that would face the nation over the
next four years.But Nixon’s rhetoric lacked the sort of bite that had previously made him
successful. The columnist Joseph Alsop, who had been a Nixon admirer, called his speeches “a
steady diet of pap and soothing syrup,” more like a TV commercial than a statement of how he
would actually lead the country. Imitating Nixon’s earlier use of anticommunism, Kennedy
emphasized not only Moscow’s apparent advantage in missile technology but the Eisenhower-
Nixon failure to support the Hungarian revolution or prevent expanded Communist influence in
Tibet, Laos, Guinea, Ghana, and Cuba.Unlike the campaigns against Voorhis, Douglas, and
Stevenson, in which Nixon could present himself as an aspiring middle American battling elitists,
he could not draw a similar contrast to Kennedy. True, Nixon had known poverty as a youngster,
and Kennedy, the son of one of America’s richest men, was more privileged than any other
opponent Nixon had ever faced. But as a senator, Kennedy stood lower in the political pecking
order than Vice President Nixon, and as a Catholic representing an underrepresented minority,
Kennedy was more the man on the make than Nixon. Moreover, Nixon’s identification with the
Republican party and Kennedy’s with the Democrats allowed JFK to declare the election a
contest “between the comfortable and the concerned.”Nixon’s defeat by a scant 118,000 popular
votes and a controversy over whether Illinois and Texas were lost because of ballot-box stuffing
gave Nixon hope that he could win the White House after a second Kennedy term, which Nixon
believed JFK would get. So he returned to California, where he could run for governor in 1962
and position himself for a possible race in 1968, when he would still be only fifty-five years old.
Yet he knew that the odds of defeating incumbent Governor Edmund G. (Pat) Brown were not
especially good. It would not be like 1950, when he could win a Senate seat with little discussion
of California’s issues, which Nixon freely acknowledged in private he had little acquaintance with
or interest in mastering. Moreover, having presided over the state’s growing prosperity, Brown
enjoyed the backing of a solid majority, who shared his outlook and party politics.Nevertheless,
Nixon decided to run. The appeal of another campaign with a chance to vindicate his loss in



1960 and position himself for another presidential bid was too attractive to ignore. His whole life
had been given over to politics and he could not sit on the sidelines for seven years before
running again.He might have improved his chances of a political comeback by running for a
congressional office. But winning a House or Senate seat would have been a retreat into the
past, a repeat of what he had done before. The governorship of the country’s second-largest
state would mean breaking new ground—a chance to perform executive duties as a prelude to
being president.But more like 1960 than in any of his earlier campaigns, it was difficult to find the
traction to make him a winner. Right-wing Republicans led by John Birch Society members co-
opted anticommunism in the campaign; nor could Nixon outdo Brown as someone more in tune
with voter concerns than the affable, homey governor. In addition, Nixon could not shake the
public conviction that his chief interest in the governorship was as a stepping-stone to the
presidency. When the Cuban Missile Crisis focused attention on Kennedy’s success in October,
it partly rubbed off on Brown and other Democrats and ensured that Nixon lost by close to three
hundred thousand votes out of six million.Angered and frustrated by another defeat and
smarting over what he saw as the hostility of a liberal press to his candidacy, Nixon used a post-
election press conference to lambaste his tormentors. “As I leave you,” he said, “I want you to
know—just think how much you’re going to be missing. You won’t have Nixon to kick around any
more, because, gentlemen, this is my last press conference.”But of course it wasn’t. Like Lyndon
Johnson, who would sink into a depression after being compelled to give up the presidency in
1968, Nixon’s life was bound up with politics. As he acknowledged in his memoirs, “there was no
other life for me but politics and public service. Even when my legal work [which he performed
with a New York firm between 1963 and 1968] was at its most interesting I never found it truly
fulfilling. I told some friends at this time that if all I had was my legal work, I would be mentally
dead in two years and physically dead in four.”During his time in New York, he consulted Dr.
Arnold Hutschnecker, who, according to the New York Times, “for many years served as Richard
Nixon’s psychotherapist.” Hutschnecker could at times be indiscreet about his relationship with
Nixon. During the sixties, Hutschnecker boasted to an analyst in training that he was treating the
former vice president who, Hutschnecker related, complained that he was nobody, that he felt
empty. When he looked in the mirror each morning, it was as if there were nobody there. The
analyst who related the discussion with Hutschnecker to me explained that Nixon’s
unquenchable ambition was a product of his drive for a sense of self or to create a persona. It
was Hutschnecker’s opinion that Nixon “didn’t have a serious psychiatric diagnosis,” although he
had “a good portion of neurotic symptoms,” including “anxiety and sleeplessness.”WITHIN
HOURS of his setback in California, Nixon was already planning another presidential campaign.
Though he would later claim that it was fate alone that brought him back into the political arena,
his biographer Stephen Ambrose said that “from the beginning of 1963 to the spring of 1968, his
actions could not have been better calculated to put him in sight of the [presidential] nomination.”
His 1962 press conference, with criticism of Kennedy’s handling of the Cuban crisis and an
attack on the press, his two principal political enemies, Democrats and liberal journalists, was a



tip-off that he was running again. Nixon “had known no other life since 1946, and wanted no
other, short of occupying the ultimate seat of power itself,” Ambrose added. Nixon also knew that
“his fate rested to a large degree on chance, accident, and luck…but…the point was to be ready
to seize opportunities.”And so he spent the next five years cultivating Republican leaders in
every part of the country. After eight years as vice president and five more maintaining party
contacts, he knew every important GOP leader in America. Circumstances and political
calculation now came together to propel him toward another nomination. To gain the prize, Nixon
stood aside in 1964 while Barry Goldwater, an ultraconservative, led the party into a disastrous
defeat against a majority left-center coalition backing LBJ. Nixon shrewdly anticipated that
strong support for Goldwater would allow him to become the party’s unifier after so great a
failure. “This he would accomplish,” a journalist predicted in the summer of 1964, “by persuasion,
by conferences, by speech-making, by traveling and by writing, without seeking interim public
office as he did, regrettably, two years ago in California.” A big Republican victory in the 1966
congressional elections, for which Nixon, who campaigned tirelessly, received considerable
credit also reestablished him at the head of the party.But preparing to win the nomination was
only step one. If he was to be elected, he needed to design a political strategy that could bring a
majority of voters to his side. As with the nomination, he knew that this would partly depend on
unpredictable and uncontrollable circumstances. But even if these were in his favor, he would
still need a compelling appeal.The vehicle for selling himself to the country was his mastery of
foreign affairs. As the Johnson administration expanded the war in Vietnam, first with a
sustained bombing campaign beginning in March 1965 and then with the introduction of combat
troops in July, Nixon foresaw that overseas events would eclipse LBJ’s Great Society as the
central issue in the next campaign. The commitment of over five hundred thousand troops by
1968 in what was rapidly becoming the greatest foreign policy disaster in the country’s history
vindicated Nixon’s judgment about what would count most in the coming election.His use of
world politics was a satisfying marriage of personal interest and political expediency. Between
1963 and 1968, Nixon traveled abroad constantly, ostensibly for corporations, which paid his
way, but chiefly to promote his public image as a world statesman. Six trips to Europe, four to
Asia, two to the Middle East, and one to Africa, where he met most of the world’s important
government officials and political leaders, expanded his understanding of international
problems. But it also allowed him to command considerable press attention and make headlines
in the United States.Nixon did not formally decide to run until the beginning of 1968. True, he had
been working toward this for five years, but the prospect of another possible defeat was painful
for him to contemplate and made him hesitant about entering another campaign. In December
1967, he had to convince himself that running was a good idea. In a revealing note, he declared
he “did not want to be President in order to be someone…. ‘I don’t give a damn,’” he said
defensively. But politics was the only way he had ever been “someone,” and though the risks of
permanently losing that identity were considerable, he could not give up a last chance to reach
his life’s goal. “I have decided to go,” he told his family in January 1968. “I have decided to run



again.”Chapter 2KISSINGERDeep down one could never be certain that what one found so
disturbing in Nixon might not also be a reflection of some suppressed flaw within oneself.—
HENRY KISSINGER, Years of RenewalHe is a European and he has a view of the world that a
born American could not have.—RALPH BLUMENFELD, Henry Kissinger: The Private and
Public StoryLike Nixon’s, Kissinger’s reach for influence and deference took root in a tumultuous
childhood. Kissinger himself would not subscribe to such an assertion. “It is fashionable now to
explain everything psychoanalytically,” he told an interviewer in 1971, “but let me tell you, the
political persecutions of my childhood are not what control my life.” And yet so much of what one
learns about the man—his intense concern with converting people to his viewpoint or making
“people understand him…his eagerness to be regarded as, and accepted as, an American,”
speaks forcefully about his inner life. One later associate said that Henry “is not always sure he’ll
be accepted. He doesn’t really believe anybody likes him.”Such observations about Kissinger
hardly represent the sum total of his psychology. But they provide clues to his compulsions to be
the best and win universal acclaim, which are evident in everything he did. It is not unreasonable
to suggest that for Kissinger, like Nixon, politics was a form of vocational therapy. There is
nothing unique about this; most politicians are drawn to public life by the personal satisfaction of
fame and adulation: some of the greatest men and women in history have struggled with inner
demons that motivated their ambitions. Personal aspirations, however, can make for problems
when they are incompatible with ethical public standards; it is usually the latter that suffer. The
careers of both Nixon and Kissinger reflect the extent to which great accomplishments and
public wrongdoing can spring from inner lives.KISSINGER OR HEINZ, as he was called in his
youth, grew up in a solidly middle-class Bavarian Orthodox Jewish family in the city of Furth.
Louis Kissinger, his father, was a schoolmaster in state schools, which gave him high standing in
German society. Paula Stern, Heinz’s mother, came from a well-to-do family that had gained
prominence as cattle traders. As the Kissingers and Sterns knew, however, Bavarian Jews were
subjected to periodic bouts of repression and abuse. Their hometown had sprung up in the
fourteenth century when Nuremberg officials had barred Jews from living in that city.As a boy in
the 1920s and early 1930s, Heinz, who was born in May 1923, was not spared the sting of
rejection by his countrymen. Smarting from the pain of defeat in World War I, they celebrated
Germany’s Teutonic roots at the expense of the country’s most vulnerable minority. Anti-
Semitism barred Heinz from entrance to the Gymnasium, the public high school, which he was
well qualified to attend. He was also denied the right to join his city’s soccer team or even attend
their matches. He had to satisfy his passion for the sport by playing on Jewish club teams. He
bolstered his self-esteem by an intuitive understanding that he enjoyed a superior intellect to
most of the “Aryans” persecuting Jews.The rise to power of Hitler and the Nazis in 1933 made
life especially difficult for Germany’s Jewish minority, including the Kissingers, who cherished
their national identity. Louis Kissinger was driven from his cherished job in the city of Furth’s
state school; it was a humiliation he never forgot. Yet Heinz later denied that his life in Furth left
“any lasting impressions. I can’t remember any interesting or amusing moments. That part of my



childhood is not a key to anything. I was not consciously unhappy. I was not so acutely aware of
what was going on. For children, these things are not that serious.”But one longtime
acquaintance of Kissinger’s told a biographer: “Imagine the horror of life in Nazi Germany,
imagine seeing a father whom one has loved and revered, being made to give up a job, being
humiliated. And all this, when one is young and defenseless, and so impressionable.” And, the
friend might have added, Heinz was no longer a child but a teenager with all those volatile
feelings about his place in the world—who am I, what do others think of me, will I be able to
make anything of myself?In August 1938, when Heinz was fifteen, the Kissingers, anticipating
additional Nazi abuse of Jews, fled Germany for America, where they had relatives in New York.
The parting was traumatic. The family could take only a single trunk of possessions with them.
Louis had to leave behind his precious books—a part of himself. As they boarded a ship for
London, Heinz, refusing to acknowledge his loss of German identity, defiantly told a German
customs inspector, “I’ll be back someday.”In America, where his family settled in the Washington
Heights district, on the Upper West Side of Manhattan, an area that became known as the
“Fourth Reich,” Heinz developed a dual identity. On one hand, his objective was to embrace the
habits of his new country. He quickly learned the rules of American baseball, for example, by
attending games at Yankee Stadium and rooting for the country’s most storied major league
team. He also attended closely to his studies at George Washington High School and then at
New York’s City College, where he laid plans to enter America’s celebrated business world as an
accountant. “For a refugee, it was the easiest profession to get into,” he said later, and the
easiest way to assimilate, he might have added. At the same time, he made a break from the
orthodoxy of his parents by becoming a member of a Jewish Reform youth group. Despite their
shared German backgrounds, the young immigrants devoted themselves to speaking English
and educating themselves about America.Unlike many of his friends, however, Heinz also clung
to his German roots. Most of his contemporaries signaled their Americanization by losing the
distinctive Bavarian accents that revealed their parents’ origins; but not Heinz. It was part of his
German identity, which he wished to maintain. It also liberated him from feeling too dependent
on the approval of native-born Americans, many of whom looked down on recent unassimilated
immigrants.Yet whatever Heinz’s impulse to maintain his German identity, circumstances
compelled his fuller integration into American life. In 1943, at the height of American involvement
in the Second World War, and before Kissinger turned twenty, the U.S. Army drafted him and
assigned him to Camp Croft in Spartanburg, South Carolina, for basic training. It was “the
greening of a greenhorn,” two biographers wrote. He left the cloistered German-Jewish
community in New York and became part of a larger America he had not known before. Heinz
now became Henry. He was summarily made a naturalized U.S. citizen and a private first class in
a “melting pot platoon” that turned “cosmopolitan aliens into acculturated American citizens.” He
served with middle-class young men from the South and the Midwest. “I found that I liked these
people very much,” Kissinger said. “The significant thing about the army is that it made me feel
like an American.” It “made the melting pot melt faster,” another immigrant recruit said.Ironically,



Kissinger’s army service also strengthened his German identity. An IQ test demonstrating his
exceptional intelligence persuaded commanders to assign him to a program at Lafayette
College in Pennsylvania, where he could be trained as an engineer, a skill the military expected
to call upon in the future. In April 1944, however, as U.S. forces prepared the invasion of Europe
and the need for combat troops eclipsed all other priorities, Kissinger was reassigned to the
Eighty-fourth Infantry Division in Camp Claiborne, Louisiana. But his German origins and
intelligence continued to set him apart from the general population of American-born troops. In
addition to field maneuvers, forced marches, and target practice, the twenty-one-year-old
Kissinger, despite his age and limited higher education, was directed to serve as his company’s
education officer, lecturing the men on Nazi Germany and the reasons for U.S. participation in
the war.During his time in Camp Claiborne, Kissinger met Fritz Kraemer, another German
émigré, who would deepen Henry’s impulses to see himself as a transplanted German. The two
men had strikingly different backgrounds: the thirty-five-year-old Kraemer had grown up in a
Wiesbaden Protestant family who enjoyed inherited wealth, had earned a Ph.D. at the University
of Frankfurt in law and another in politics at the University of Rome, and was a caricature of an
authoritarian Prussian aristocrat replete with a monocle and swagger stick. The two men,
however, had more in common than their different religious and class backgrounds might
suggest. They shared an affinity for the German language, which they comfortably spoke
together, German history and philosophy, which they saw as antagonistic to Nazism, and the
need to restore Germany to its great cultural roots.Their initial encounter occurred on a Camp
Claiborne rifle range, where Kraemer lectured Kissinger’s company from the back of a Jeep on
the reasons the United States had to defeat Hitler. Impressed with Kraemer’s forceful talk and
authoritative manner, Kissinger sent him a flattering note, which partly revealed Henry’s
intellectual self-confidence and eagerness to find a larger role for himself than being just another
foot soldier: “I heard you speak yesterday. This is how it should be done. Can I help you
somehow?” Kraemer, who undoubtedly enjoyed the thought of having an acolyte, responded by
seeking out Henry, discussing past and current events with him, and recommending that this
young man, whom Kraemer saw as having “a sixth sense of musicality—historical musicality—”
become the German translator for the division’s general.It was the beginning of a long-term
friendship in which Kraemer tutored Kissinger about Europe’s greatest modern thinkers. “He
would squeeze me for my ideas the way one would squeeze a sponge,” Kraemer said later. “He
hankered for knowledge, for truth. He wanted to know everything.”Kraemer was also an example
to Henry of someone who shaped his own destiny. Unlike Kissinger’s fellow Jews, who had been
forced to leave Germany, Kraemer’s moral revulsion for Hitler and the Nazis had made him
decide to flee. It was a demonstration to Kissinger that individuals could rise above historical
circumstances to shape their own destinies: that the advent of a viciously anti-Semitic regime in
Germany would not permanently divorce him from his homeland or consign him to obscurity in a
foreign country.As important, Kraemer helped arrange jobs for Henry that strengthened his self-
confidence and added to feelings that he was not just a naturalized American but a German and,



more broadly, a European with a keen feel for international affairs. Entering Europe in November
1944, five months after the D-Day invasion, Kissinger served first as General Alexander Bolling’s
translator, and then, as the war was ending, as the administrator of Krefeld, a city of two hundred
thousand on the Rhine River in Westphalia, where he helped to reestablish civic order.His
success brought a promotion to sergeant in the Counter-Intelligence Corps assigned to find and
arrest Nazis, and Gestapo or secret police officials in particular, as part of the Allies’ de-
Nazification program. His effectiveness in performing his duties led to his command of a
counterintelligence unit responsible for the larger Bergstrasse district in the state of Hesse.
Stationed in Bensheim, to the south of Frankfurt, Kissinger described himself to the local
citizenry as Mr. Henry rather than Mr. Kissinger lest he stir opposition to himself as a displaced
German Jew intent on revenge. As the local commander, Kissinger “became about as German
as he could be,” speaking German, living in a confiscated villa, cohabiting with the widow of a
young German nobleman killed in the war, and attending local sporting events.In May 1946,
Kissinger received an honorable discharge from the Army but stayed on in Germany for almost a
year as an instructor in the European Command Intelligence School in Bavaria near his native
Furth. He taught majors and colonels about “the structure of the Nazi state,” explaining how to
detect Nazis, implement de-Nazification, and promote democracy. Though still without a college
degree and only an ex-sergeant, he made a strong impression as a lecturer who effectively
educated his student-officers. “He was short on the podium,” one member of his class recalls,
“but easy to listen to. He had a well-modulated voice and a very good style. He kept his voice
down. It was very soothing.” Though a sumptuous salary of $10,000 made it attractive for him to
continue teaching at the school, his interest in an academic career drew him back to the States
to complete his education and become a university teacher of history, politics, and international
relations.He hoped that university training would expand and deepen what his wartime
experience had already taught him about human behavior. A brief test of courage in the winter of
1944–1945 and his postwar encounters with concentration camp survivors showed him that no
one ever knows just how he would react in perilous moments, and that making moral judgments
about people faced with threats to their survival is presumptuous. With his division forced to
retreat from a Belgian town during the Battle of the Bulge, Kissinger volunteered to be part of a
rearguard action that could have meant his death or capture. He never thought of himself as
“brave,” he said later, but rather as someone responding to immediate pressures in the midst of
combat.The survivors of Nazi extermination camps were, Kissinger wrote to the relative of a
former inmate, people who were “possessed of extraordinary powers, both psychic and of will, to
even want to survive. The intellectuals, the idealists, the men of high morals had no chance….
Having once made up one’s mind to survive, it was a necessity to follow through with a
singleness of purpose, inconceivable to you sheltered people in the States. Such singleness of
purpose broached no stopping in front of accepted sets of values, it had to disregard ordinary
standards of morality. One could only survive through lies, tricks and by somehow acquiring food
to feed one’s belly. The weak, the old had no chance.” Although it was an odd conflating of



survival with ambition, it was a lesson Kissinger found useful in much of his later work as a policy
maker. When faced by “ruthless adversaries,” he viewed refined rules of the game as a deterrent
to success.Kissinger learned at least four other lessons from camp survivors. Impulses to dwell
on past horrors would produce sorrow and self-pity, which were forms of “weakness” that were
“synonymous with death.” Second, those most likely to lead successful future lives would be
people who “applied themselves to the peace with the same singleness of purpose and
sometimes the same disregard of accepted standards as they had learned in the camp[s].”
Third, the victims of Hitler’s persecution became sensibly suspicious of human nature and
human behavior. Like them, Kissinger distrusted the good intentions of others, always assuming
that given half a chance a competitor would take advantage of any show of weakness. Last,
Henry shared with some survivors doubts about the value of religious faith. He stopped
attending Sabbath services and seemed to be asking, “How could a benevolent God have
allowed such horrors against his worshippers?” People, he believed, did better to rely on
themselves than on some unknowable superior authority.In September 1947, Kissinger,
following Kraemer’s advice to attend an elite college, won admission to Harvard as a sophomore
on the G.I. Bill of Rights and a New York state scholarship. Although most of his classmates, who
were also veterans in their twenties, studied hard and enjoyed the variety of extracurricular
activities Harvard offered, the twenty-four-year-old Henry was all business. He showed no
interest in the university’s athletic competitions, social clubs, student parties, or the campus
Hillel. Aside from occasional visits to New York to see Ann Fleischer, his old girlfriend from
Washington Heights and a member of the Reform Jewish group he socialized with in high
school, Henry worked twelve-, fourteen-, and sixteen-hour days at his studies.His two
roommates in Claverly Hall, the oldest, most run-down dormitory on campus, were also Jewish
veterans. Despite the university’s conviction that putting Jews together would be more
comfortable for them and their gentile classmates, Henry kept his roommates at a distance,
revealing little about his personal life. They never discussed religion; he never told them he had a
younger brother; and they barely knew he had a girlfriend in New York. He preferred “a
discussion that was not personal but dealt rather with political, historical or other academic
questions,” one of them remembered. And when he said anything that could be interpreted as a
statement of personal identity, it was at odds with what one would have expected from a victim
of Hitler’s persecution. He objected strongly to a state of Israel, saying it would antagonize the
Arabs and jeopardize America’s Middle East interests. “I thought it was a strange view for
someone who’d been a refugee from Nazi Germany,” one roommate recalled. “I got the
impression that Kissinger suffered less anti-Semitism in his youth than I did as a kid in New
Jersey,” another dormitory resident remarked.Another classmate remembered Kissinger as
“secretive, very serious” and without charm. “He sat in that overstuffed chair—the kind Harvard
rooms were full of—studying from morning till night and biting his nails to the quick, till there was
blood.” Yet another contemporary described him as “Thin, bony,” bespectacled, and poorly
dressed in “the same clothes all the time for two years.” Henry impressed this student as



someone “already playing the part of the German scholar.”Henry’s intelligence and diligence put
him in the top rank of his class. Unlike most of his classmates, who had junior faculty or graduate
teaching assistants assigned to tutor them, Henry’s academic standing gave him access to a
senior professor and a chance to make an impression on a faculty member who could help him
enter a graduate program leading to some kind of public service job. Initially majoring in
philosophy and government with an interest in practical uses for the knowledge he was now
acquiring, Henry chose William Y. Elliott as his mentor. Recognized as the most powerful
member of the Government department along with Carl Friedrich, the fifty-two-year-old Elliott
was in some respects a model of what Henry aspired to be. “I am interested in the practical
politics of international relations, and you are interested in philosophy and scholarship,”
Kissinger told Friedrich, signaling a decision to become a Government major intent on the useful
application of his learning.Elliott was a larger-than-life figure—both physically and
temperamentally—who staged cockfights in the basement of his residence and enjoyed being
called “Wild Bill.” A native of Tennessee, Elliott had won distinction as an all-American football
player at Vanderbilt. He was a memorable character, with the attributes of a Southern politician
who would have been as comfortable in Washington’s corridors of power as in the halls of
academe. He wore his service in the Office of War Mobilization during World War II as a badge
of honor, and encouraged Kissinger and other students to see dual careers in government and
the academy as noble ambitions.Henry had to prove himself to Elliott, who greeted him coolly at
their first meeting. “Oh God, another tutee,” he exclaimed after making Kissinger stand
awkwardly in front of his desk for a bit while he attended to some business. Elliott instructed him
to read twenty-five books on Immanuel Kant and write a paper comparing his critiques of pure
and practical reason. Henry surprised the professor by reading all the books and completing a
paper in three months that dazzled Elliott. “I want you to meet this fellow Henry Kissinger, who is
a combination of Kant and Spinoza,” Elliott told another tutee. “If we put together his profundity
with your elegance of style, we’ll really have something.” Elliott wrote to the Phi Beta Kappa
selection committee: “I have not had any students in the past five years, even among the summa
cum laude group, who have had the depth and philosophical insight shown by Mr. Kissinger.” But
Elliott also noted Henry’s limits: “His mind lacks grace and is Teutonic in its systematic
thoroughness.”It was the beginning of a relationship that served their mutual purposes. Henry
became a reliable assistant who helped Elliott grade papers, research professional journal
articles, and prepare papers to be presented at scholarly meetings. And Elliott supported
scholarship applications that freed Henry from having to work off-campus to pay his way through
school. As important, Elliott became Kissinger’s senior thesis adviser and directed his work on
what was an essential prelude to graduate study.As with everything else, the thesis set Henry
apart from all the many brilliant Harvard undergraduates then and before who had written senior
papers. A 377-page treatise on “The Meaning of History: Reflections on Spengler, Toynbee and
Kant,” the thesis was the longest ever written by an undergraduate. So long, in fact, that Friedrich
refused to read more than 150 pages and the Government department introduced a rule limiting



such papers to 40,000 words. Marred by turgid prose and convoluted arguments, the thesis
nevertheless helped make Henry summa cum laude in his 1950 graduating class and a member
of Phi Beta Kappa.Despite its flaws, the paper was an impressive achievement for a man in his
twenties, asking questions not just about the meaning of history but also about man’s existence.
It was, in historian Stephen Graubard’s view, “a kind of personal statement,” an existential
assertion of the individual’s responsibility for his fate despite unmanageable historical
crosscurrents. “Is man doomed to struggle without certainty and live without assurance?”
Kissinger asked. “In a sense that is so. Man cannot achieve a guarantee for his conduct. No
technical solutions to the dilemmas of life are at hand. That is the fatedness of existence. But it
also poses a challenge, an evocation of the sense of responsibility to give one’s own meaning to
one’s life…. The experience of freedom enables us to rise beyond the suffering of the past and
the frustrations of history.”In brief, Henry had no intention of letting the horrors of his past and the
world’s recent history make him cynical about leading a life of constructive activity. His
grandiosity, which was evident in so outsized a thesis—both as a topic and a finished product—
would be a valuable aid in advancing him toward personal success in a postwar America alive
with opportunity for so bright and ambitious a young man.What had partly allowed him to write
so substantial a paper in his senior year was comfortable domestic conditions resulting from his
marriage in February 1949 to Ann Fleischer. The “fat, dumpyish, pale, and sickish” Kissinger, as
one colleague described him, was no doubt grateful that an attractive woman with “a Lana
Turner figure,” as some described Ann, agreed to marry him. Temperamentally they seemed like
a good fit. Both were essentially lapsed German Jews with a shared sense of traditional values.
Ann was a perfect hausfrau: she worked as a bookkeeper to help put Henry through school
while simultaneously providing him with a well-ordered household. Although she would type his
manuscripts in her spare time, she had few academic interests and contributed little, if anything,
to Henry’s scholarship. And though they would have two children—a daughter born in 1959 and
a son in 1961—they grew apart during a fifteen-year marriage.As his career progressed and he
became more focused on his professional life, he excluded Ann from even a token part in his
intellectual pursuits. A study he had built over a garage attached to their house in Belmont Hill, a
Cambridge suburb, became a sanctuary from which she was excluded. A Harvard associate
recalls a social hour with Henry in his study having a drink when Henry ordered Ann, who had
joined them, “to get out—he didn’t want her there.” Later in the 1950s, when they lived in New
York and he was working on a book, he instructed her not to speak to him unless invited to. She
might “interrupt his train of thought.” In response, “she dutifully slid trays of snacks inside the
door of his study as he wrote.” Henry, who later described himself as “miserable in a marriage for
most of my life,” agreed to a separation in 1962 and a divorce in 1964. He referred to his
marriage as a form of emotional “blackmail,” suggesting that he had entered into and remained
in the marriage less out of love than a sense of obligation.As he completed his bachelor’s
degree in 1950, Henry struggled with vocational questions. His undergraduate performance at
Harvard had demonstrated his capacity for advanced study. But becoming an academic seemed



a little too tame or uninteresting. Like Elliott, he wanted a part in shaping public policy,
particularly international relations. He thought about studying abroad as a prelude to earning a
graduate degree and possibly “entering government service.”Elliott convinced him, however, to
enter the Government Ph.D. program at Harvard and to become the executive director of a
University Summer International Seminar. It was a measure of how well Elliott thought of him that
he was willing to make Henry such an offer even before he had proved himself in his graduate
studies. The program would not only help pay Henry’s way through graduate school but also
allow him to interact with young—under forty—promising academics, public servants, and
journalists from Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East. The idea appealed to
the Ford and Rockefeller Foundations and the CIA, all of which provided generous financial
support, as a way to counter anti-American Communist and left-wing propaganda by showing
future leaders who had never visited the United States the virtues of American society.Henry
made the most of the opportunity. He consulted widely with campus notables about whom to
invite, paid some of the university’s leading lights and other prominent Americans to lecture and
lead seminar discussions, and established ties with participants that would serve both U.S. and
his long-term personal interests. During its seventeen-year history, 1952–1969, nearly seven
hundred distinguished foreigners spent six summer weeks in Cambridge educating themselves
about American culture and politics. Henry became acquainted with French President Valéry
Giscard d’Estaing, Belgian’s Prime Minister Leo Tindemans, Japanese Premier Yasuhiro
Nakasone, Turkish Premier Bülent Ecevit, Israel Knesset member and cabinet official Yigal
Allon, Bruno DeChamps, political editor at the Frankfurter Allgemeine, and a host of American
notables, including Eleanor Roosevelt, New York Times columnist James Reston, conservative
journalist William F. Buckley, Jr., Automobile Workers Union president Walter Reuther, General
James Gavin, sociologist David Riesman, and historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.The seminar gave
Henry a part in promoting America’s international image. But it also gave him an opportunity to
establish relationships that might serve him in the future. Some at Harvard believed that
Kissinger was primarily intent on advancing himself. “Henry collected a repertoire of people,” one
colleague said. “I don’t think it was altruism.” A seminar assistant, however, did not see Kissinger
as primarily self-serving: “He is obviously a man with a great deal of foresight and calculation.
But I’d be surprised if anybody could lay out his life to that degree.” No doubt, Henry hoped that
interacting with so many emerging stars abroad would be to his future advantage. But the
seminar also presented him with an intrinsic challenge that was irresistible for a graduate
student intent on making his mark in the larger world. How could he persuade thoughtful
foreigners from so many different backgrounds that America was worthy of their admiration? He
believed that the realities of American life, and in particular the workshop in democratic debate
they would find in the seminar and the country more generally, would exert a positive influence
on them.If the seminar made most participants feel better about the United States and well
disposed toward Henry, not all of them were won over. One young English woman, a journalist
intent on being a correspondent in the United States for a London newspaper, was impervious to



Kissinger’s instruction. Sensing her hostility, Henry asked her in front of a graduate student and
seminar assistant, “Why don’t you like me?” She replied: “Because you’re a fascist.” Henry was
dumbfounded: “A fascist? Why, I participated in the invasion of Belgium,” he exclaimed. “Really,”
she shot back, “with which army?”However useful the battle for “hearts and minds” was, as some
described the contest with communism in the 1950s and 1960s, it impressed Kissinger as
secondary to forging an effective national security strategy. Henry’s ambition may have included
the cultivation of important people at home and abroad, but he was more concerned with writing
a doctoral thesis, and ultimately a book, that could help ensure America’s defense against
Communist advance. Although his choice of a dissertation topic—“A World Restored:
Metternich, Castlereagh and the Problems of Peace, 1812–1822”—hardly seemed calculated to
address current dangers, in fact it aimed at just that. Kissinger, Stephen Graubard says, had no
interest in filling a void in the academic literature about Metternich or Castlereagh. Instead, he
was responding to contemporary threats to the peace. “In theory,” Graubard explained,
“Kissinger was writing about problems that confronted European statesmen early in the
nineteenth century; in fact, he was probing the nature of the international system of the mid-
twentieth century.”Kissinger saw parallels between Metternich’s time and his own. In 1812, a
struggle between Napoleon’s France intent upon revolutionary change in Europe and Austrian-
British interest in preserving the status quo, paralleled the contest between Soviet determination
to protect its security by exporting communism and Western commitments to preserving
democratic states. Kissinger saw a fundamental lesson in the European peace fashioned by
Metternich: revolutionary states like Napoleonic France and Soviet Russia could not be
accommodated by moralistic appeals or idealistic crusades. Only a reliance on balance-of-
power diplomacy could defend the interests of nations hoping to preserve an existing world
order. In time, however, Kissinger would accept the proposition that once revolutionary states
gained enough of “a stake in the legitimacy of the international order,” they could be persuaded
to give up destabilizing attacks on the system.Nevertheless, Kissinger never changed his mind
about the primacy of order over justice or abstract moral good. What if a revolutionary state were
in pursuit of a just cause and a status quo nation were serving unjust goals? a colleague asked
Kissinger. “If I had to choose between justice and disorder, on the one hand,” Kissinger replied,
“and injustice and order, on the other, I would always choose the latter.” It was an article of faith
that would later lead him into a number of questionable and, in the eyes of some critics,
indefensible actions. Despite a dearth of primary research, the dissertation was accepted as a
fine piece of analysis, which earned Henry his Ph.D. in 1954 and a contract with Houghton
Mifflin, which published his book in 1957.Among several lessons that Kissinger learned from his
study of Metternich and Castlereagh was one that resonated personally and became a standard
by which he intended to proceed should he ever attain significant influence over American
foreign policy. A nation’s destiny was not strictly shaped by “external circumstance—geography,
national character, resources, and the like,” but the goals and choices statesmen set and made.
“Those statesmen who have achieved final greatness did not do so through resignation,”



Kissinger wrote in A World Restored, but by having “the strength to contemplate chaos, there to
find material for fresh creation.” The successful statesman worked to “bridge the gap between a
people’s experience and his vision, between a nation’s tradition and its future.”The originality of
Kissinger’s thesis was not enough in the mid-fifties to land him an immediate tenure-track
appointment in Harvard’s Government department. Harvard being Harvard, it reserved
permanent positions for scholars with achievements that put them in the front rank of their
specialties. Though the department saw fit to make Henry an “instructor,” it was seen as
premature to make any longer-term decision about his ties to the university. Besides, he was not
all that popular with either junior or senior faculty members, a number of whom thought him
“pompous.” Dean of faculty McGeorge Bundy described him as someone with “a certain
Germanic cast of temperament which makes him not always an easy colleague.” Some of his
fellow graduate students, mindful of his tendency to court authority figures and treat lesser lights
with disdain, called him “Henry Ass-Kissinger.” But his intellectual fire power made him
irresistible to have around in some role. “He was, in fact, almost as brilliant as he thought he was,
so that made up for it,” one fellow graduate student said.In 1955, his brilliance and feel for what
mattered most in current foreign policy debates began to make Kissinger a prominent figure in
discussions about how best to ensure U.S. national security. The year after receiving his
doctorate, he published an article in Foreign Affairs, the leading journal on U.S. foreign relations,
about nuclear weapons and defense policy. He took issue with the Eisenhower administration’s
public avowals of “massive retaliation” as the best way to deter and, if need be, fight a war with
the Soviet Union. Since Moscow was building a nuclear arsenal that could compete with
America’s, massive retaliation seemed unlikely to inhibit the Soviets from promoting communism
in the Third World or encouraging insurgencies in what Kissinger called the “Gray Areas.” The
United States needed to adopt an alternative strategy of preparing to fight limited wars to ensure
against Communist expansion.Kissinger’s article led to an offer from the Council on Foreign
Relations in New York to direct a study group on how to integrate nuclear weapons into U.S.
foreign policy. The council itself was an elitist “men’s club” consisting exclusively of American
citizens, most of whom lived in New York or Washington, D.C. Study group members were some
of the nation’s most prominent establishment figures, including State Department and Pentagon
experts as well as David Rockefeller, a mainstay of the banking and business world. The
invitation included a commitment to pay Henry to write a book on the ways in which the United
States should rely on nuclear weapons to defend its security. Turning down teaching positions at
the University of Chicago and the University of Pennsylvania and taking a leave from his Harvard
instructorship, Henry seized the opportunity to discuss and write about a matter of
unquestionable importance to the national well-being.The challenge facing Kissinger and his
colleagues was to figure out how the United States could fight a successful limited conflict (the
Korean War seemed like a model of how not to do it) and the possible role of nuclear weapons in
any such military action. Would it be possible to fight a limited war without escalation into an all-
out conflict? And would such a conflict exclude the use of nuclear weapons? Or would American



military planners have to accept the likelihood that a limited war could include the use of tactical
nuclear bombs?Kissinger tried to answer these questions in a book, Nuclear Weapons and
Foreign Policy, published in 1957. The volume was a dense treatise of over four hundred pages.
“I don’t know if Mr. Kissinger is a great writer,” one reviewer said, “but anyone finishing his book
is a great reader.” Nevertheless, the book became an overnight best-seller. “I am sure that it is
the most unread best-seller since [Arnold] Toynbee[’s]” History of the World, Kissinger joked. But
a seventy-thousand-copy sale, Book-of-the-Month-Club selection, and fourteen weeks on the
New York Times best-seller list suggested that Kissinger was fulfilling some public need.A
concern that the United States was falling behind the Soviet Union in military strength made
Kissinger’s discussion of American defense policy especially timely. His book provided a
refutation to Soviet boasts of increasing economic and technical superiority to the United States,
or at least encouragement to the hope that the country could effectively meet a Soviet military
challenge. In October 1957, Moscow’s successful launching of a Sputnik rocket orbiting the
earth gave its claims resonance and produced an outcry in the United States for a huge
expansion of military spending. A government committee appointed by the Eisenhower
administration to study the problem of U.S. defense declared it inadequate to meet the Soviet
danger, cited a missile gap favoring Moscow, warned of America’s possible defeat in a nuclear
conflict, and even suggested launching a preventive war before Russia became too
powerful.Kissinger’s book spoke to American fears of defeat. He counseled against illusions that
American goodwill could avert war. Nor could the country rely on Eisenhower’s massive
retaliation policy as a long-term effective deterrent to the Soviet Union. Fears of a nuclear
holocaust from an all-out conflict were making massive retaliation a questionable strategy. “A
deterrent which one is afraid to implement when it is challenged ceases to be a deterrent,” he
wrote. The strategy of massive retaliation was more a prescription for paralysis than for meeting
Moscow’s likely efforts to subvert developing countries, bring them into the Soviet orbit, and
demoralize America and its allies.Kissinger’s analysis challenged the conventional wisdom.
Americans needed to think not in terms of all-out war provoked by Soviet aggression, but of
more limited or local conflicts in peripheral areas. As important, defense planners needed to
focus on limited wars in which the United States considered the possible use of tactical or
battlefield nuclear weapons. Kissinger did not argue that every limited war would require the use
of such powerful arms, but he urged planning for that possibility through “the graduated
employment of force.”Critics of Kissinger’s strategy saw no assurance that a limited nuclear
conflict would remain limited. “If the limitations are really to stand up under the immense
pressures of even a ‘little’ war,” Paul Nitze, a prominent defense intellectual, argued in a critical
review of the book, “it would seem something more is required than a Rube Goldberg chart of
arbitrary limitations.” Kissinger himself had serious doubts about keeping such a war within
bounds. But his conviction that the United States desperately needed a coherent doctrine for
meeting the dangers of the nuclear age persuaded him that a limited war strategy, including the
use of tactical nuclear arms, should take primacy over unanswered questions about how it would



all work.Kissinger’s ascent as a national security adviser actually preceded publication of his
1957 book. In 1955, he met Nelson Rockefeller, John D.’s son, who was serving as a special
assistant to President Eisenhower for international affairs. During a June arms control
conference at the Quantico Marine Base in Virginia, Henry “tremendously impressed” Nelson by
his “broad,” “conceptual” approach to national security issues. Specifically, Kissinger’s
contributions to an “Open Skies” inspection plan that might rein in the Soviet-American nuclear
arms race persuaded Rockefeller to make him a paid consultant.In 1956, after differences with
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles had made Rockefeller decide to stop working as a special
presidential assistant, he organized a Rockefeller Brothers Fund study of “American Prospects.”
He asked Kissinger to become the project’s director. Part of Rockefeller’s preparation for a
gubernatorial bid in 1958 and a presidential campaign in 1960, the project excited Henry’s
hopes of becoming a White House adviser. At the same time he worked on the council book,
Kissinger arranged meetings between Rockefeller and prominent national security policy
academics, who were then asked to write papers. Henry managed a staff of over one hundred,
coordinated the study’s several advisory groups, and wrote an opening chapter, “International
Security: The Military Aspects,” of Prospects for America. His chapter anticipated the general
themes of his Nuclear Weapons book.Between 1955 and 1957, the Rockefeller and council
projects compelled Henry to work up to sixteen-hour days. Although still in his early thirties with
a great appetite for work, the schedule exhausted him and touched off occasional outbursts at
staff subordinates, academic colleagues, and Rockefeller aides guarding their boss from
Henry’s insistent demands for attention and approval. He was sensitive to any slight, however
small. Academic consultants communicating with someone other than him in a Rockefeller
advisory group provoked complaints of neglect.“He was enormously sensitive, often had hurt
feelings,” Oscar Ruebhausen, a Rockefeller attorney, said later. “He suffered a great deal by
taking things personally, simple things. Like whether a car met him at the airport…whether it was
a Cadillac or not. He would weep on one’s shoulders at some little slight…It was candor and
Byzantine, Machiavellian scheming at the same time.” Biographer Walter Isaacson says,
“Kissinger was notoriously short-tempered with subordinates. His impatience could be withering:
he would throw around words like idiots and morons.”Eventually, Kissinger learned to couch his
complaints in what Ruebhausen called “self-deprecating humor,” which “spared him the
consequences of an enormous ego.” Ruebhausen recounted the “Picasso story” to Ralph
Blumenfeld, a Kissinger biographer: Kissinger “complained bitterly” to Rockefeller about having
three speechwriters review an address he had drafted: “You tell Nelson,” Henry said, “that if he
had a Picasso, he wouldn’t call in three housepainters to touch it up.”Kissinger’s temper tantrums
can be attributed to an inflated ego. His academic success at Harvard coupled with his ability to
impress himself on so many influential people made him feel exceptional and deserving of
special regard. But no one with genuine self-confidence would need to be as demanding as
Kissinger was. His outbursts were childish pleas to be seen and heard as the favored son, the
best among the brightest. It says something about Kissinger’s talents as a foreign policy adviser



that Rockefeller and the power brokers at the Council on Foreign Relations would put up with his
petulance. Of course, it was chiefly subordinates who bore the brunt of Kissinger’s
unpleasantness, and many of them took their leave after being exposed to Henry’s dark side. He
was never as abrasive with those who sat in judgment on him. Nevertheless, they were aware of
how difficult he could be, but they granted him the sort of leeway people reserve for the
temperamental artist demanding special consideration because of his special gifts.Kissinger’s
ambition and insecurity made him eager to reduce the sort of commitments he had in New York
during 1955–1957; he wanted to return to Harvard as a tenured professor. Working at the council
and for Rockefeller offered no long-term security of the kind he could enjoy as an academic.Yet
despite the advantages of a permanent professorship that would free him to write, consult, and
help shape thinking about national defense, Kissinger had a fiercely ambivalent relationship with
the university. Offered a lectureship in Harvard’s Government department beginning in
September 1957 with an implicit promise of a tenure review in two years, Henry accepted with
some reluctance. He saw the department as less than uniformly friendly to him and the
conditions of his renewed appointment as less than perfect. He would need to become
associate director of a new Center for International Affairs under Robert Bowie, a former Harvard
law professor and chairman of the Eisenhower-Dulles State Department Policy Planning
Council, but someone Kissinger did not hold in high regard. He would also be required to tutor
undergraduates, some of whom wrote papers that needed considerable editing, and from whom
Kissinger believed he would learn nothing; and he would have to spend time preparing lectures
for an introductory course on “Principles of International Politics” and seminar meetings for a
class on “Administrative and Policy Problems of the United States in the Field of Diplomacy.”The
unwelcome obligations of the lectureship did not deter Kissinger from seeking a tenured Harvard
professorship. Although he would achieve his goal in 1959, the two years preceding his
promotion made him doubt whether the prize was worth it. His intellectual and personal
differences with Bowie were a form of academic combat. They disagreed about the utility of
massive retaliation and the wisdom of building a multilateral force (MLF) made up of nuclear-
armed units from NATO.The differences between them, however, were more personal than
theoretical: Bowie did not feel that Kissinger, who in 1957 was preoccupied with publishing his
Nuclear Weapons book and completing the Rockefeller project, was meeting his obligations to
the center. Bowie and others saw him as “always…running, always late, and constantly
harassed.” Bowie also complained that Henry was a self-promoter who took personal advantage
of center grants and gave precedence to his own writings over editing obligations on center
publications. Kissinger reciprocated the animus, describing Bowie as a “malicious maniac,” who
had engaged him in “an insane rassle [sic].” They developed a mutual paranoia: Each of them
feared that the phone system and secretaries they shared allowed for eavesdropping. By the
spring of 1958, less than a year after becoming center colleagues, they were not speaking to
each other.Kissinger’s teaching obligations proved to be as onerous as he’d feared. He saw his
weekly meetings with tutees as a distraction from more satisfying intellectual activities. He



struggled to keep up with preparations for the discussions of assigned readings tutorials
required and found it impossible to see tutees on schedule, often holding abbreviated sessions
with them. “The obligation to read badly written and badly conceived student essays, and to
correct them for stylistic shortcomings, for faults in logic, reasoning and fact was never entirely
satisfying,” Graubard writes with some understatement.Initially, Kissinger’s lecture courses were
also more of a burden than a source of gratification. In the 1950s, he never made a mark as a
particularly interesting lecturer. But in time, he remedied this by giving his lectures a dramatic
flair. “Instead of a planned program Kissinger would frequently start off with almost a press
conference, especially if something unusual had just happened like the [May 1960] U-2
incident,” a student recalled. The format allowed for questions and answers in which Kissinger
encouraged an intellectual give and take that created a sense of student participation. The
lectures were most successful when they became a form of personal performance, with Henry
dropping names of famous people he knew and putting his considerable wit on display.
“Kissinger is quite a sight as he struts back and forth across the lecture platform alternately
praising Metternich, castigating Kennedy, and tossing laurel wreaths to Kissinger for Kissinger’s
solutions to the evils that beset our mismanaged foreign policy,” the student guide to course
offerings announced in 1963.Although he was focused on winning tenure in 1957–1958,
Kissinger was also attentive to Nelson Rockefeller’s political fortunes. When Rockefeller won the
New York governorship in November 1958, it made him a leading contender for the 1960
Republican presidential nomination. With the party suffering an “unprecedented and decisive”
beating in the 1958 congressional elections, Nixon, who had been the party’s most visible
campaigner, was, in his own words, “tarred with the brush of partisan defeat at a time when…
Rockefeller [was] basking in the glory of victory.”As a prelude to a presidential run in 1960,
Rockefeller, in line with Kissinger’s thinking, publicly advocated increased defense spending to
counter the alleged Soviet-American missile gap. But Rockefeller was too idealistic or too
reluctant to do the necessary dirty work to win the nomination. In 1960, he refused to enter the
early primaries, mistakenly assuming that he could sway the Republican convention with the
force of his ideas—a comprehensive program promising a better America and a safer
world.Rockefeller was too much of an equivocator and too hesitant to practice what Kissinger
later called “the politics of manipulation…the essence of modern American Presidential politics.”
In 1960, Eisenhower feared that if Nelson ever openly declared his candidacy, he “would be
called ‘off again, on again, gone again, Finnegan.’” Because, Kissinger said, Rockefeller would
not “devote himself monomaniacally to the nominating process,” he was “pursuing a mirage.”
Although “Rockefeller considered Nixon an opportunist without the vision and idealism needed
to shape the destiny of the nation,” he could not bring himself to do the required “demeaning”
work to become the Republican nominee.Nixon’s victory over Rockefeller in the 1960
Republican nomination fight and Kennedy’s defeat of Nixon in November barred Kissinger from
a major foreign policy position in the new administration. But it did not preclude an advisory role
of some kind. Between 1955 and 1960 he had published a dozen articles in Daedalus, Foreign



Affairs, The New Republic, and The Reporter criticizing accepted wisdoms about U.S. national
security policy. At the beginning of 1961, moreover, he published the Necessity for Choice:
Prospects of American Foreign Policy with Harper & Brothers, a major trade press, which
reiterated his principal objections to the Eisenhower administration’s foreign and defense
policies.The articles and book established Kissinger as one of the country’s most thoughtful
foreign policy critics. Indeed, his book echoed the catalog of complaints the Kennedy campaign
had been making about the Eisenhower record. “America has reached a turning point in its
relations with the rest of the world,” Kissinger wrote. “The patterns of action of a secure past no
longer work…. The issues which have gone unresolved for a decade no longer permit delay. At
every turn America confronts directly and urgently the necessity for choice.” The tepid criticism
or alltoo uniform thinking about foreign affairs in the fifties, Kissinger added, was no longer
acceptable. “In the field of national security,” he warned, “we have rigidly pursued patterns which
may have been adequate when they were developed but which have become dangerously
dated in the interval…. Fifteen years after the advent of the nuclear age we still cling to the
[outdated] strategy of World War II.”Kissinger acknowledged that he had no comprehensive
solution to current problems and that his own earlier conclusions about limited war needed
reassessing. “It is unfortunately easier to think of problems than of remedies,” he said. “But
equally, a difficulty must be recognized before it can be dealt with.” He was clear, however, on
the need for the “intellectual” to play a role in helping policy makers shape fresh approaches to
international affairs, but not necessarily as appointed officials or even advisers to the highest
elected members of the government; rather, as innovative analysts searching out more
considered ways of answering foreign policy dilemmas.Although he did not wish to appear too
self-serving in describing the influence of academic analysts, Kissinger’s articles and book were
an invitation to the new Kennedy administration to involve him in their foreign and defense policy
deliberations. Kennedy’s selection of Harvard Dean McGeorge Bundy as National Security
Adviser and historian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., as special assistant to the president gave
Kissinger contacts at the highest levels.During the 1960 campaign, Schlesinger had quoted
Kissinger, “who hardly qualifies as a bleeding heart,” to JFK: “‘We need someone who will take a
big jump [on foreign policy]—not just improve on existing trends but produce a new frame of
mind, a new national atmosphere. If Kennedy debates Nixon on who best can manage the
status quo, he is lost. The issue is not one technical program or another. The issue is a new
epoch.’” In February 1961, a month into his term, Kennedy invited Kissinger into the Oval Office,
where he said he had read his new book “(or at least a long review of it in the New Yorker),”
Kissinger believed, and “asked me to join the White House staff.”Bundy was apparently not
receptive to the proposal: according to Kissinger, Bundy did not share “the President’s sense of
urgency to add to the White House staff another professor of comparable academic
competence…. He tended to treat me with the combination of politeness and subconscious
condescension that upper-class Bostonians reserve for people of, by New England standards,
exotic backgrounds and excessively intense personal style.” Kissinger’s solutions to foreign



policy issues “did not commend themselves” to the Kennedy team: “Neither in his views on the
need for conventional forces nor in his opinions on Summit meetings or arms control
negotiations did Kissinger sound notes that the Kennedy White House wanted to hear.”Although
Bundy did agree to make Kissinger a part-time consultant, Henry never greatly influenced the
new administration’s decisions. His occasional interactions with Kennedy did not work well:
Kennedy thought him “pompous and long-winded,” a national security staffer recalled. Kissinger
also understood that there was no special chemistry between them: “With little understanding
then of how the Presidency worked, I consumed my energies in offering unwanted advice and, in
our infrequent contact, inflicting on President Kennedy learned disquisitions about which he
could have done nothing in the unlikely event that they aroused his interest.” In time, Kissinger
saw his academic pronouncements to the president as pointless: “A President’s schedule is so
hectic that he has little time for abstract reflection,” Kissinger concluded.But Kissinger’s
differences with the administration were also substantive. He had a brief moment of influence in
the summer of 1961 when Kennedy and Khrushchev traded threats over Berlin. Khrushchev’s
determination to halt the exodus of talent from Eastern Europe to the West took form in warnings
that he would sign a treaty with East Germany that freed it to close off Western presence in
Berlin. Kennedy’s public pronouncements left no doubt that the United States would defend its
transit to and from the city. But where some U.S. militants led by former Secretary of State Dean
Acheson warned that negotiations with Moscow or anything less than a military response to a
Soviet attack on American treaty rights would be a disaster, JFK wanted suggestions for a more
flexible response. Kissinger believed that diplomacy was not without value in the Berlin crisis,
and he joined Schlesinger and State Department counselor Abram Chayes in preparing a paper
that met Kennedy’s request for proposals bringing Berlin planning “back into balance.”In August,
however, when Moscow resolved its Berlin and East German problem by erecting a Wall
between the Eastern and Western zones, Kissinger disputed Kennedy’s evenhanded response,
which included promises to defend Berlin from a Communist takeover with a willingness to talk,
“if talk will help.” Kissinger believed that a tough reaction, including threats of military force, was
essential to compel a Soviet reversal and preserve West European expectations that the United
States would not abandon them to Russian control. By contrast, Kennedy understood that the
Wall would now defuse tensions between Moscow and Washington, with Khrushchev retreating
from insistence on an East German treaty.At the start of 1962, during a trip to Israel, Pakistan,
and India for the United States Information Agency, Kissinger’s public statements inflamed East-
West tensions and embarrassed the administration. “If you don’t keep your mouth shut,” Bundy
cabled him, “I’m going to hit the recall button.” After Kissinger returned to the States in February,
Bundy, who had told reporters that Kissinger was not a government spokesman, refused to
renew his appointment as a consultant.Although “he left in a huff,” Kissinger’s failure to influence
Kennedy’s foreign policy did not deter him from additional public pronouncements on
international affairs. Between 1962 and 1965, he published numerous articles in the United
States, Germany, and France on U.S. relations with Europe, and a book, The Troubled



Partnership: A Reappraisal of the Atlantic Alliance (1965). These writings argued for improved
relations between the United States and its NATO allies that would ensure a unified front against
the Soviet threat to Western Europe. Though his criticism of Kennedy’s European policy was
less sharp than it had been of Eisenhower’s, Kissinger did not think that the new administration
had gone far enough in charting a fresh approach to ongoing defense and political problems.His
criticisms partly reflected his continuing ties to Nelson Rockefeller, who hoped to run against
Kennedy in 1964. Kissinger regularly briefed Rockefeller and wrote speeches for him on foreign
and defense policy. With conservative Arizona Senator Barry Goldwater, Rockefeller’s leading
competitor for the nomination, making the Soviet threat a centerpiece of his campaign, Kissinger
became a significant member of the New York governor’s staff responsible for foreign policy.
Because Kissinger’s language remained too academic, Rockefeller aides made his prose more
accessible to a popular audience. “My God,” Henry exclaimed to one of them half in jest, “you
keep trying to make me more comprehensible!”Rockefeller brought Kissinger with him to the
Republican convention in San Francisco, where he helped temper the party platform’s foreign
policy plank. The victory of Goldwater extremists, who verbally abused Rockefeller during an
appearance at the convention, coupled with reckless Goldwater statements about foreign
affairs, persuaded Kissinger to vote for Lyndon Johnson in November.Ironically, Kissinger’s
return to government service came not through Rockefeller or because of his expertise on
nuclear weapons or Europe but through the crisis in Vietnam. In October 1965, after Johnson
had begun a sustained bombing campaign in March and dispatched one hundred thousand
combat troops in July, Henry Cabot Lodge, the U.S. ambassador in Saigon, asked Kissinger to
assess how long it would take to pacify the country.After spending two weeks in Vietnam,
Kissinger believed that “We had involved ourselves in a war which we knew neither how to win
nor how to conclude…. We were engaged in a bombing campaign powerful enough to mobilize
world opinion against us but too halfhearted and gradual to be decisive…. No one could really
explain to me how even on the most favorable assumptions about the war in Vietnam the war
was going to end.” He doubted that we could help build a nation whose people had “little sense
of nationhood.” Nevertheless, he told Lodge that “You are engaged in a noble enterprise on
which the future of free peoples everywhere depends.” He described Vietnam as “the hinge of
our national effort where success and failure will determine our world role for decades to come.”
In December, he joined 189 other American academics in signing a letter to the New York Times
saying domestic opposition “could prolong the war by causing the Communists to underestimate
American resolve.”A press report in October, at the conclusion of Kissinger’s trip, jeopardized a
continuing part in the Johnson administration as an adviser. Speaking off-the-record to reporters
at the Saigon embassy before he left the country, Kissinger revealed his pessimism about the
capacity of the South Vietnamese government to defeat the Communists. When the Los
Angeles Times published his remarks, Kissinger became persona non grata at the Johnson
White House. But his emphatic, though insincere, denial of the published remarks, Johnson’s
readiness to see the press as distorting Kissinger’s views, and support from Secretary of State



Dean Rusk, who saw Kissinger as a trustworthy supporter of the administration, preserved
Henry’s credentials as a consultant.In 1966, Kissinger made two additional visits to Vietnam that
deepened his pessimism about America’s war effort. He came away convinced that a U.S.
military victory was out of reach. Nevertheless, he thought a negotiated settlement could
preserve South Vietnam. He urged the U.S. government to put all its military, political, and
economic efforts toward “creating a situation favorable to negotiations with the NLF–VC.” And he
could “imagine no more vital assignment in today’s world,” he told Lodge. “If we fail there, I
foresee decades of mounting crisis. If we succeed, it will mark a historic turning point in the
postwar era. Just as the Cuban-Berlin confrontation may have convinced the Soviets of the
futility of seeking political breakdowns by military means, so Vietnam can put an end to Chinese
expansionism by the use of threat of force.”In a popular magazine article, Kissinger asserted that
withdrawal from Vietnam “would be disastrous, and negotiations are inevitable.” If the United
States left without securing South Vietnam’s autonomy, it would “lessen the credibility of
American pledges in other fields…. In short, we are no longer fighting in Vietnam only for the
Vietnamese. We are also fighting for ourselves and for international stability.”It would not be the
last time Kissinger overestimated the importance of a U.S. commitment abroad. What he
overlooked was the extent to which international opinion would have seen a pullback from a
failing action as an act of courageous realism that made America a more sensible ally and an
adversary that would make better future use of its power.In 1967, Kissinger became a secret go-
between in unsuccessful U.S.–North Vietnamese negotiations code named Pennsylvania.
Despite his inability to get a positive result from these talks, he made a powerful impression on
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, who described Kissinger as “a very shrewd
negotiator…the best I’ve seen in seven years.” Johnson was less sure of Kissinger’s skills:
During a telephone conversation with Henry, in which he repeatedly called him “Professor
Schlesinger,” whom LBJ saw as representative of liberal academic war opponents, Johnson
agreed to let Kissinger travel to Paris for a last try at advancing the talks. “I’m going to give it one
more try,” Johnson said, “and if it doesn’t work, I’m going to come up to Cambridge and cut your
balls off.”The failure of the discussions did not end Kissinger’s involvement in the
administration’s ongoing efforts to find a basis for negotiations with Hanoi. Although he would
not have the sort of direct part he played in the 1967 Pennsylvania discussions, Kissinger would
have access in 1968 to inside information about a new Johnson peace initiative. His knowledge
would establish a special connection with Nixon that would help propel him into an eight-year
public career as a defense and foreign policy official at the highest levels.Chapter
31968Politicians are the same all over. They promise to build a bridge even where there is no
river.—NIKITA KHRUSHCHEV, 1963That man is unfit to be president.—KISSINGER ON
NIXON, 1968When Nixon decided to run again for president in January 1968, he knew that
however well known he might be and however clever his campaign strategy, circumstances
would be the final arbiter of who won the election. And at the start of the year, they seemed to
both favor and impede him. Despite Lyndon Johnson’s landslide victory over Goldwater in 1964



and his extraordinary legislative record of success in 1965–1966, the three years leading up to
1968 had sharply reduced Johnson’s popularity.The principal culprit, as Johnson himself
described it, was that “bitch of a war in Vietnam,” a seemingly endless struggle that had cost the
United States more than twenty-five thousand lives and over 100 billion dollars. By 1968,
millions of Americans saw the conflict as a mistaken intrusion into a civil war that had less to do
with U.S. security than Vietnamese national self-determination. The resilience and determination
of the Communist Viet Cong and North Vietnamese forces, which became all too transparent
during the Tet Offensive at the end of January 1968, made the conflict seem like an unwinnable
stalemate that undermined the support that most Americans normally gave their government in
wartime. The erosion of popular support was reminiscent of the U.S. military setback in the
Korean War and the downturn in Harry Truman’s domestic political standing.Ironically, Johnson’s
passage of the War on Poverty and the Great Society laws were also playing havoc with his
political fortunes. Governor Ronald Reagan of California ridiculed Johnson’s programs by
saying, “We fought a war on poverty and poverty won.” Reagan was only half right: Johnson’s
reforms reduced the number of Americans living in poverty by over 12 million people—from
roughly 22 percent to about 13 percent of the population. Yet at the same time, the poverty war
gave big social engineering programs a bad name. Most of those leaving the poverty rolls did so
not as taxpayers using newly developed skills in decent jobs but as welfare recipients under Aid
to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC). Only a modest number of the impoverished
received a hand up rather than a handout, as the war against want had promised.Inner-city riots
between 1965 and 1968 had also eroded Johnson’s political standing. His sponsorship of the
1964 Civil Rights bill, the 1965 Voting Rights Act, and a program of affirmative action described
in a 1965 speech at Howard University had made Johnson a hero among antisegregationists.
But his reforms also made him vulnerable to charges that he had opened the way to black
violence by indulging minorities and encouraging their sense of victimization. In 1966, 90
percent of the country opposed additional civil rights legislation, while 88 percent favored self-
improvement over more government help to disadvantaged citizens.Nixon believed that Johnson
would be a formidable opponent in spite of his troubles. The power of incumbency, coupled with
his affinity for the rough-and-tumble politics Nixon himself had used so freely, made Johnson a
serious contender for another term. Nevertheless, Nixon hoped that rumors of Johnson’s
retirement would prove false. In 1966, when the Republicans made strong congressional gains,
Nixon had led the way with attacks on Johnson’s domestic and foreign policies. As Johnson’s
political fortunes declined further in 1967 and early 1968 (in December 1967, U.S. News & World
Report predicted that Johnson would win only twelve states), Nixon became all the more
convinced that he could take LBJ’s measure in a fall campaign. Johnson, however, surprised
Nixon and most political pundits by taking himself out of the race in a March 31 speech in which
he also announced a reduction in the bombing of North Vietnam as a possible prelude to peace
talks.Johnson’s withdrawal reminded Nixon of how uncertain a presidential race could be. The
Democrats might now nominate Minnesota Senator Eugene McCarthy, New York Senator



Robert Kennedy, or Vice President Hubert Humphrey—any one of whom could be more difficult
to defeat if Johnson managed to end the fighting in Vietnam.It was also conceivable that a
peace agreement might bring Johnson back into the race as a more popular candidate. In fact,
in August, even without a settlement in the war, Johnson secretly tried to arrange a draft for
himself at the Democratic convention. “What will throw a new wrinkle into history,” former Texas
Governor John Connally said in 1990, “is that I could make a very strong case that,
notwithstanding his statement of withdrawal, he [Johnson] very much hoped he would be
drafted by the convention in 1968.” LBJ sent White House aide Marvin Watson to Chicago to
“assess the possibility of the convention drafting LBJ.” Connally himself “was asked to go to
meet with the governors of the southern delegations…to see if they would support President
Johnson in a draft movement.” But to no avail. Vietnam had permanently ended Johnson’s
political career.During the first half of 1968, however, concerns about winning the Republican
nomination were a higher Nixon priority than mapping out plans for the fall campaign. Nixon’s
principal challengers were Rockefeller, Michigan Governor George Romney, Illinois Senator
Charles Percy, and California Governor Ronald Reagan. Nixon saw Rockefeller and Reagan as
his least serious opponents: A divorce and remarriage in the early sixties and continuing refusal
to make an open fight for the nomination convinced Nixon that Rockefeller was not a serious
contender. Likewise, despite his national recognition as a Hollywood celebrity, popularity as a
governor, and appeal to party conservatives, Reagan’s inexperience (he had been governor for
only two years) made it premature for him to be taken seriously as a Nixon competitor.Percy and
Romney were another matter. Both were moderate Republicans who could make a case against
Nixon as unelectable. “My biggest problem is ‘Nixon can’t win,’” he told supporters. But
Republican county chairmen disagreed: They favored Nixon over Romney by 4–1 and by 10–1
over Reagan. In May 1967, Newsweek expected Percy to be a front-runner at next year’s
convention. But like Reagan, he had won his first major election in 1966 and lacked the party
support Nixon enjoyed. As Garry Wills said, in spite of his attractive image—fresh, handsome,
moderate—Percy “had no clout; could not even count on his own [Illinois] delegation at the
convention. He was pretty, and resonant, and politically nubile—and, by the time he reached
[the] Miami [convention], all alone.”Romney was apparently a better bet. A moderate from a big
industrial state with a reputation for religiosity and personal integrity, he initially seemed like a
formidable challenger. In the summer of 1963, the Kennedys saw him as a serious threat to the
president’s reelection. “People buy that God and country stuff,” Bobby Kennedy said when
hearing that Romney “was awaiting a message from God on whether to run.”But Nixon
accurately sized him up as a political lightweight who would not do well in a national campaign.
In September 1967, Romney destroyed his candidacy with a verbal gaffe that made him a
memorable also-ran. Asked by reporters why he was so inconsistent on Vietnam—a hawk
turned dove—he famously declared, “Well, you know when I came back from Vietnam, I just had
the greatest brainwashing that anybody can get when you go over to Vietnam. Not only by the
generals but also by the diplomatic corps over there, and they do a very thorough job.” After



reading some history about Vietnam, he had “changed his mind…. I no longer believe that it was
necessary for us to get involved in South Vietnam to stop Communist aggression.” Instead of
bringing antiwar supporters to his side, Romney’s remarks marked him out as lacking the good
judgment expected of a president.When Romney dropped out of the nomination fight in
February 1968 after polls demonstrated the hopelessness of his candidacy, Rockefeller
immediately declared himself open to a draft. But he still refused to enter any primaries or
campaign for the nomination. Then in April, he changed his mind and announced his active
candidacy. In June, he spent $5 million on ads in the country’s forty-one leading newspapers,
citing polls showing that he, not Nixon, was the one who could defeat McCarthy or Humphrey.
Though Rockefeller kept up a drumbeat of anti-Nixon self-promotion before the convention in
August, it was a foregone conclusion that Nixon would win the nomination on the first ballot.But
Nixon’s relatively easy victory guaranteed nothing about the outcome in November. The
likelihood in the spring that Bobby Kennedy would become his Democratic opponent sent a
shiver of fear through the Nixon campaign. On hearing of Bobby’s entrance into the race, a
shaken Nixon privately declared, “Something bad is going to come of this.” As a war opponent
who had broken with Johnson, Kennedy would not bear responsibility for the stalemate in
Vietnam that Humphrey, Johnson’s second in command, would have to take. Where Hubert
would “have to admit the mess” in Washington, Bobby would be insulated from such attacks:
“We can’t hold his feet to the fires of the past,” Nixon said.In June, after a decisive victory in the
California primary against McCarthy, Kennedy looked like the sure nominee. But Bobby’s
assassination by Sirhan B. Sirhan, a crazed Palestinian blaming Kennedy for his people’s
troubles, made Humphrey the likely winner at the Chicago convention in August. Nixon was as
horrified as everyone else by Bobby’s death, but it seemed to improve his chances of winning
the White House. Humphrey, who had not won a single primary and had to defend Johnson’s
war policies at the convention, began the campaign with not only personal political negatives but
also the burden of a divided party associated with civil strife. A tumultuous Democratic
convention, highlighted by ugly street violence between antiwar, counterculture activists and the
Chicago police, whose excesses matched and at times exceeded those of the protesters, made
Nixon’s familiar face and voice an attractive alternative to more upheaval. “See America while it
lasts,” a French travel agent advertised. Nixon began the fall campaign with a twelve-point lead
over Humphrey; 43 percent to 31 percent.Yet Nixon took nothing for granted. He worried that
former Alabama Governor George Wallace, who had entered the race in February as the
candidate of the American Independent party, might take enough votes away from him in the
South and among conservatives to give Humphrey the presidency, especially if Johnson
engineered a last-minute truce or peace agreement that relieved Humphrey of having to defend
an unpopular war. Polls showed Wallace commanding as much as 20 percent of the popular
vote. Yet Wallace’s candidacy also gave Nixon more of a claim on the broad political center,
positioning him between Humphrey on the left and Wallace, an out-and-out segregationist and
reckless war hawk like Goldwater, on the right.Nixon’s strategy, then, was to woo conservative



Republicans and try to ensure against a sudden outbreak of peace on the eve of the voting that
would shift centrist votes to Humphrey. By making Maryland Governor Spiro T. Agnew, a law-and-
order Republican, his running mate, Nixon hoped to blunt some of Wallace’s appeal. But Agnew
turned out to be as much of an embarrassment as an asset: he described Polish-Americans as
“Polacks” and a Japanese-American reporter as a “fat Jap.” Nixon quickly relegated Agnew to a
limited role in the campaign, keeping him at arm’s length and never mentioning him during public
appearances. Though Agnew unquestionably appealed to Wallace voters, Nixon’s assertion that
conservatives would be casting a wasted ballot if they backed Wallace probably did more to
reduce his vote count than Agnew’s presence on the ticket. In November, Wallace won only 13.5
percent of the popular tally and 46 votes in the Electoral College.Knowing that as a fifty-five-year-
old one-time loser this would be his last chance to win the presidency, Nixon urged “his staff to
treat the campaign as if it were an all-out war.” The 1968 election was one of the hardest fought
and most emotional since 1860, with more skullduggery than in any previous twentieth-century
presidential campaign.Nixon was particularly on edge about his old enemy, the liberal press, as
he described journalists covering his campaign. He tried to freeze out reporters from major
newspapers like the New York Times, Washington Post, and Los Angeles Times. He avoided
talking to them, substituting interviews with local papers and TV stations.When Don Oberdorfer,
the Post correspondent covering the campaign, asked for an interview about Nixon’s views on a
Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT) Johnson had negotiated with the Soviets, Nixon’s aides
put him off. Oberdorfer, joined by colleagues from the New York Times and Los Angeles Times,
pressed for an interview, which the campaign took more than a week to arrange at a TV studio in
North Carolina at the conclusion of a live Nixon broadcast. After a brief conversation about the
treaty, Oberdorfer asked Nixon if they could put a system in place for future meetings. “If looks
could kill, I would have been dead,” Oberdorfer recalled. “Go ask Humphrey,” Nixon shouted at
him and stormed out of the studio.Nixon and Johnson, who were schooled in the business of
cutting political corners, collaborated to do in Humphrey. Sensing that Johnson was less than
happy with Humphrey’s candidacy and the likelihood that he would break with administration
policy on Vietnam if he became president, Nixon made a shrewd appeal to Johnson that
enlisted his hidden support. Nixon’s TV campaign ads on Vietnam cleverly courted antiwar
sentiment. In a series of sixty-second spots, Fred Panzer, Johnson’s White House pollster, told
the president that Nixon was using “war footage in the best antiwar new wave style. Punctuating
the visual shock was Nixon’s calm voice promising to end the war and correct the mistakes of
the old set of leaders who were responsible.” At the same time, however, Nixon tried to appease
Johnson by telling a group of reporters that “the President and Vice President of the United
States should have the respect of all citizens and he would do nothing to destroy that respect.
He said anyone speaking on public policy in this country must be aware that he is being heard in
Hanoi and that voices heard in Hanoi are of major importance to our country.”Nixon followed this
up with a more direct appeal to Johnson through the Reverend Billy Graham. Graham carried a
message to LBJ saying that Nixon would “1…. never embarrass” Johnson “after the election. I



respect him as a man and as the President. He is the hardest working and most dedicated
President in 140 years. 2. I want a working relationship with him…. And will seek his advice
continually. 3. Want you (President Johnson) to go on special assignments after the election,
perhaps to foreign countries. 4. I must point out some of the weaknesses and failures of the
administration. But will never reflect on Mr. Johnson personally. 5. When Vietnam is settled he
(Nixon) will give you (President Johnson) a major share of credit—because you…deserve it. 6.
[I] will do everything to make you a place in history because you deserve it.”In a memo about
their conversation, Graham told Nixon that Johnson “was not only appreciative but I sensed that
he was touched by this gesture on Mr. Nixon’s part.” Johnson responded to each of Nixon’s
points: “The substance of his answers was warm appreciation. He said, ‘I intend to loyally
support Mr. Humphrey but if Nixon becomes the President-elect, I will do all in my power to
cooperate with him.’” In a follow-up phone conversation with Johnson about the meeting,
Graham told Nixon “that the President was deeply appreciative of [your] generous
gesture.”Nixon’s initiative and Humphrey’s growing public opposition to Johnson’s Vietnam
policies translated into LBJ’s indirect help to Nixon in the campaign. At the end of September,
after polls showed Humphrey trailing Nixon by between eight and fifteen points, Humphrey
began promising an unconditional halt to bombing North Vietnam “as an acceptable risk for
peace.”Publicly, Johnson said nothing that revealed his unhappiness with Hubert’s
announcement. But privately, he was furious and refused to aid Humphrey’s campaign. When
Hubert had given Johnson advance notice of what he was going to say, Johnson “tartly”
dismissed Humphrey’s assurances that he would neither embarrass him nor jeopardize peace
negotiations. Later, when Larry O’Brien, Humphrey’s campaign manager, passed along
information from a journalist about a $500,000 contribution to Nixon’s campaign from Greece’s
military rulers, Johnson would not ask CIA Director Richard Helms to verify the report or, should
it be true, consider secretly leaking it to the press (a common Johnson political maneuver to
outflank opponents). In October, after polling data from eighteen states indicated that Humphrey
was behind in thirteen of them, Humphrey campaign adviser James Rowe, an old LBJ friend,
asked Johnson to make speeches for Hubert in New Jersey and some crucial border states.
Johnson refused. “You know that Nixon is following my policies more closely than Humphrey,” he
told Rowe.Humphrey tried to see Johnson about their differences. But Johnson put him off.
Although he agreed to meet with Hubert in the Oval Office, he used Humphrey’s late arrival from
a local campaign rally as an excuse to cancel the meeting. Humphrey now reciprocated
Johnson’s anger: “That bastard Johnson…” he told a campaign aide, “I saw him sitting in his
office. Jim Jones [an LBJ aide] was standing across the doorway, and I said to him: ‘You tell the
President he can cram it up his ass.’ I know Johnson heard me.”It was clear to Nixon throughout
the campaign that Vietnam was the central issue and that he needed to generate hope that he
would end the war. As a hard-line cold warrior who had supported Johnson on the fighting and
criticized him for failing to defeat the Communists (Vietnam “is the cork in the bottle of Chinese
expansion in Asia,” was a standard Nixon line), he now saw fit to promise an end to U.S.



involvement through a negotiated settlement that preserved South Vietnam’s autonomy.
Following Nixon’s lead, the Republican convention endorsed a Vietnam platform “plank” that
was, Tom Wicker says, “just dovish enough to make Humphrey look like the hard-liner” and
Nixon the sensible peacemaker.The Democratic convention, which met two weeks after the
Republican assembly, struggled to find a formula for a Vietnam plank that would appease
Johnson and help Humphrey. But Johnson rejected any wording that seemed even slightly at
variance with administration policy, and the result was a plank that endorsed Johnson’s hard-line
approach to peace negotiations. Johnson defense secretary Clark Clifford believed that the
president’s victory “was a disaster for Humphrey. At a moment when he should have been
pulling the party back together to prepare for the battle against Nixon,” Clifford said later,
“Humphrey had been bludgeoned into a position that had further split the party and given more
evidence of his own weakness.”But Humphrey’s Vietnam bind did not guarantee Nixon a pass
on the issue. After pledging in New Hampshire in March that he would “end the war and win the
peace in the Pacific,” reporters kept pressing him to explain how he would achieve these ends.
Although he never spoke of “a secret plan to end the war,” he did keep his counsel on just how
he would ensure peace and security. He spoke vaguely of mobilizing “our economic and political
and diplomatic leadership,” and emphasized the need for pressure on Moscow to use its
“leverage” on North Vietnam as a “key to peace.” He also invoked Eisenhower’s successful 1952
campaign promise to go to Korea to break the stalemate in that war.He refused, however, to
provide any details on how he would end the conflict, saying that if he revealed what he
intended, it “would fatally weaken his bargaining position if he became President.” Ambrose said,
“Hidden in all the verbiage was a clear-cut change in Nixon’s thinking about Vietnam. No longer
was he calling for victory. No longer was he calling for escalation. Never before had he
suggested cutting a deal with the Russians. For the first time he was using the words ‘honorable
peace,’ not ‘victorious peace.’” And yet, as subsequent events would show, Nixon spent the next
four years battling to ensure that neither the United States nor South Vietnam suffered
defeat.After Johnson announced the cutback in bombing on March 31 and preliminary peace
talks began in Paris, Nixon took refuge in the argument that for him to keep speaking out on
Vietnam would subject Johnson’s representatives to “partisan interference…. The pursuit of
peace is too important for politics as usual,” Nixon declared. But because Nixon had a reputation
for deceit, he had trouble persuading independent voters eager for an end to the fighting that he
in fact had a prompt solution to the Vietnam problem.And of course he didn’t. And so at the end
of September, after Humphrey had publicly stated a more flexible position than Johnson’s on
ending the war by promising to make peace in January, Nixon worried that the administration
might come up with an October surprise that decisively wrested the peace issue from him and
assured Humphrey’s election. Fueling Nixon’s concern were October polls showing that two-
thirds of voters preferred a candidate who promised to begin withdrawing U.S. troops from
Vietnam in January 1969. The polls also showed that Humphrey’s September peace speech
was having an impact: Where he trailed Nixon by fifteen percentage points on September 29, he



had closed the gap to two points by November 2. In the closing weeks of the campaign, Nixon
wanted inside information on Johnson’s peace campaign if he was to blunt or head off an
initiative that might tip the balance to Humphrey.Nixon found a willing collaborator in Henry
Kissinger. His involvement in the abortive Pennsylvania negotiations in 1967 had been at the
highest levels: On October 18, for example, he had met at the White House with the president,
secretaries of state and defense, Dean Rusk and Robert McNamara, National Security Adviser
Walt Rostow, Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman General Maxwell Taylor, Supreme Court Justice
Abe Fortas, a close LBJ friend and adviser, and future Defense Secretary Clark Clifford.
Kissinger did not have the same access through the first half of 1968 because he was part of
Rockefeller’s on-again, off-again bid for the Republican nomination; as a result, he had no part in
the preliminary Paris peace talks following Johnson’s March 31 speech. Rockefeller’s
statements in May and July on Vietnam, which criticized the Johnson administration’s
negotiating strategy, were drafted by Kissinger.Kissinger’s Rockefeller connection did not
automatically bar him from the Johnson circle. Johnson was in fact warmly disposed toward
Rockefeller, who he hoped might succeed him in the White House. At the end of April, during a
White House dinner, Johnson urged Rockefeller to run: “He was very friendly about ’68, and very
supportive of me for ’68,” Rockefeller said afterward. In June, when Johnson gave him a briefing
on Vietnam, “Rockefeller vowed to toe [the Johnson] line on Vietnam, expressly assuring the
President: ‘Believe me, I’d like to get the nomination, but I’m not going to do it at the expense of
this country.’”Kissinger’s ties to Rockefeller were no deterrent to continuing contacts with
Johnson administration officials. David Davidson, a former Harvard student and aide to Averell
Harriman, who was LBJ’s chief negotiator in Paris, kept Henry posted on developments in the
talks. Kissinger passed along what he knew to Richard Allen, a thirty-two-year-old staff member
at Stanford’s Hoover Institution who had become Nixon’s principal foreign policy aide. To shield
their phone conversations from eavesdroppers, Kissinger and Allen spoke in German.During the
Republican convention in August, Kissinger collaborated with Allen on the Vietnam platform
plank. And in early September, after Nixon’s nomination, Allen asked Kissinger to join a Nixon
foreign policy advisory board. Because this would have meant openly identifying himself with
Nixon, Kissinger suggested instead that he work “behind the scenes.” Joining the Nixon
campaign would have precluded an appointment in a Humphrey administration, which Kissinger
saw as a distinct possibility. In 1973, Humphrey said that he would have appointed Henry
National Security Adviser if he had become president. Working openly for Nixon would also have
made Kissinger appear to be a hypocrite. He privately made scathing comments about Nixon to
several people during the 1968 campaign, saying that he was “unfit to be president” and that a
Nixon presidency would be “a disaster” for the country.In his eagerness for a White House
appointment, Kissinger was cozying up to both Democrats and Republicans. It reflected not only
his ambition but also his genuine ambivalence about the candidates. “I cannot deny that I said
most of the bad things about Nixon attributed to me at the time of the nomination,” he later
acknowledged. “But in the end I was reluctantly for Nixon, and I voted for him.” Henry told



someone in the Humphrey campaign, “Six days a week I’m for Hubert, but on the seventh day, I
think they’re both awful.”Nonetheless, he was confident that regardless of who won the election,
he would be invited to take a significant job in either the state or defense department. His
confidence rested less on his ties to both political camps than on his understanding that his
analysis of contemporary foreign and security problems had registered forcefully on political
leaders in both parties. At a moment when the U.S. foreign policy establishment was reeling from
its evident defeat in Vietnam, Kissinger published a 1968 essay, “Central Issues of American
Foreign Policy,” that provided a compelling intellectual framework for thinking about current
international difficulties.The essay was not a policy blueprint for Vietnam, Europe, Latin America,
or any other region of the world but a broad discussion of global structural problems that a new
administration would need to consider before making specific decisions on challenges abroad.
Kissinger’s essay dispelled some of the gloom that had descended over the country about its
international relations. “The central task of American foreign policy,” Kissinger wrote, “is to
analyze anew the current international environment and to develop some concepts which will
enable us to contribute to the emergence of a stable order…. It is part of American folklore that,
while other nations have interests, we have responsibilities; while other nations are concerned
with equilibrium, we are concerned with the legal requirements of peace…. A mature conception
of our interest in the world…would deal with two fundamental questions: What is it in our interest
to prevent? What should we seek to accomplish?”Kissinger’s answers were too abstract for the
sort of verbal briefings he had unsuccessfully put before JFK. But as written analyses that
Washington policy makers could digest at their leisure, they resonated effectively. The essay,
coupled with his earlier writings, strengthened his appeal as America’s chief practitioner of
realpolitik.He asserted that the United States principally needed “to think in terms of power and
equilibrium” instead of legalities and principles. “The task of defining positive goals is more
difficult,” he said, “but even more important…. Our pragmatic, ad hoc tendency [in the two
postwar decades] was an advantage in a world clamoring for technical solutions.” But the
situation was now “more complex.” It was essential for the United States “to generate coalitions
of shared purposes.” Local powers would have to take responsibility for regional issues, with
America more concerned about “the over-all framework of order than with the management of
every regional enterprise.” Kissinger doubted that “such a leap of imagination is possible for the
modern bureaucratic state,” which “widens the range of technical choices while limiting the
capacity to make them.”A major challenge of a new administration, then, would be to shift control
of foreign policy from the bureaucracy to the chief executive and his principal deputies armed
with a broad conception of how to bring order to world affairs. Nothing was better calculated to
appeal to Richard Nixon, who was intent on doing just that, should he become president.For all
his expectations of becoming a leading foreign policy official in the next administration, Kissinger
believed that he needed to demonstrate a more concrete value to the Humphrey and Nixon
campaigns than the power of his ideas. Consequently, in September, before going to a
conference in England, he traveled to Paris, where he discussed the Vietnam peace talks with



several members of the American delegation. No one in the delegation saw him as anything but
helpful, and in December 1968, when Johnson asked Rusk for his impressions of Kissinger,
Rusk replied: “Theoretical more than practical. Kissinger handled himself in an honest fashion on
the Paris talks.” Walt Rostow then chimed in: “Henry is a man of integrity and decency.” But he
“doesn’t understand [the] emergency [in] Asia.”None of the Johnson or Humphrey advisers
apparently knew that Kissinger had also been talking to Nixon’s advisers about what he had
learned in Paris. According to Nixon foreign policy historian William Bundy, John Mitchell,
Nixon’s campaign manager and future attorney general, had enlisted Kissinger as a secret
consultant before he went to Paris. On September 26, after he had returned from Europe,
Kissinger called Mitchell and, according to Nixon, reported “that something big was afoot
regarding Vietnam. He advised that if I had anything to say about Vietnam during the following
week, I should avoid any new ideas or proposals. Kissinger was completely circumspect in the
advice he gave us during the campaign,” Nixon asserted. “If he was privy to the details of the
negotiations, he did not reveal them to us. He considered it proper and responsible, however, to
warn me against making any statements that might be undercut by negotiations I was not aware
of.”During the next five weeks, Kissinger had at least two more conversations with Mitchell in
which he warned that a bombing halt might come as soon as mid-October or in the closing days
of the month. Nixon described Kissinger as saying that the bombing pause would “be tied in with
a big flurry of diplomatic activity in Paris which will have no meaning but will be made to look
important.” Kissinger predicted that Johnson “will take some action before the election.” Nixon
received similar information from Bryce Harlow, a former Eisenhower White House staff member
and a Nixon campaign adviser. He claimed to have “a double agent working in the White House”
who informed him “about every meeting they held. I knew who attended the meeting. I knew
what their next move was going to be. I kept Nixon informed.”Kissinger and Harlow accurately
predicted an important Johnson action before the November 6 election: On October 31, after
Hanoi had promised to reciprocate a bombing halt by giving Saigon a place at the peace table,
Johnson announced a complete stop to the air war over North Vietnam. The Nixon campaign
saw Johnson’s announcement as a last-minute attempt to swing the election to Humphrey. “The
word is out that we are making an effort to throw the election to Humphrey,” Florida Democratic
Senator George Smathers told Johnson. “…Nixon had been told of it.” But Johnson was less
interested in whether Humphrey or Nixon succeeded him than in improving his historical
reputation by making peace. Nixon’s resistance to a rapid end to the fighting pushed Johnson
back into Humphrey’s camp.Was Kissinger guilty of any wrongdoing in passing along his
predictions to Mitchell and Nixon? There was no legal breach in what he did; but in his
eagerness to win a government appointment did he commit an ethical lapse? William Bundy,
Johnson’s assistant secretary of state for East Asian and Pacific Affairs, has provided the most
thoughtful response to these questions.“There is of course nothing wrong in offering advice and
judgment to a candidate in the hope of preferment,” Bundy wrote. “Such action is open to harsh
criticism only if it involves the use of inside government information. Yet that is where the charge



collapses…. There simply was no useful inside information” about a new departure in the peace
talks that Kissinger could have obtained during his Paris visit. Kissinger’s advice rested not on
special knowledge of decision making at the White House but on an astute analyst’s insight into
what was happening. “Almost any experienced Hanoi watcher might have come to the same
conclusion” as Kissinger did, Bundy believes. He “does not rule out the possibility that he
[Kissinger] said or hinted that his advice was based on contacts with the Paris delegation. This
sort of self-promotion,” Bundy says, “while unattractive, is at worst a minor and not uncommon
practice, quite different from getting and reporting real secrets.”How did Nixon use the
information provided by Kissinger and Harlow? And more important, did Nixon’s response to
Johnson’s peace campaign break any laws and bend accepted political practices? Convinced
that Johnson’s bombing halt was politically motivated, Nixon had no hesitation in exerting
pressure on the South Vietnamese government of Nguyen Van Thieu to reject Washington
demands to begin participating in the Paris talks on November 2, three days before the U.S.
elections. Everyone involved in the negotiations believed that progress in the talks partly
depended on Saigon’s presence in Paris, and most everyone inside the Nixon and Humphrey
campaigns, as well as outside political observers, thought that surging hopes of peace could
affect the outcome of an increasingly close presidential election.From early in his campaign,
Nixon had seen a peace settlement or even substantial movement in that direction as crucial to
Humphrey’s chances in November. Consequently, in July 1968, Nixon had begun discouraging
Saigon from accepting a possible invitation to join the ongoing Paris discussions. During that
month, he and Mitchell met in Nixon’s New York apartment with South Vietnam’s ambassador to
the United States, Bui Diem, and Anna Chennault, a co-chair of Republican Women for Nixon
and the widow of General Claire Chennault of China’s World War II Flying Tigers. Nixon asked
Chennault to be “his channel to Mr. Thieu via Bui Diem.” She agreed and periodically reported to
Mitchell that Thieu had no intention of attending a peace conference before Nixon, hopefully,
became president.On October 31, after Johnson announced the bombing halt, Mitchell phoned
Chennault to say, “Anna. I’m speaking on behalf of Mr. Nixon. It’s very important that our
Vietnamese friends understand our Republican position and I hope you have made that very
clear to them.” Despite Chennault’s assurances that Thieu would not agree to send a South
Vietnamese delegation to the talks in early November, Mitchell said, “They really have decided
not to go to Paris?” Chennault answered: “I don’t think they’ll go. Thieu has told me over and over
again that going to Paris would be walking into a smoke screen that has nothing to do with
reality.”When Thieu continued to resist U.S. embassy pleas that he join the Paris talks, and
Johnson heard that someone “very close to Nixon” believed he was encouraging “Saigon to be
difficult,” Johnson blamed Nixon for Thieu’s uncooperativeness. At a White House meeting with
diplomatic and military advisers on October 29, Johnson said, “It would rock the world if it were
said [that] he [Thieu] was conniving with the Republicans. Can you imagine what people would
say if it were to be known that Hanoi has met all these conditions and then Nixon’s conniving
with them [the South Vietnamese] kept us from getting [a peace agreement]?”Because he



believed that Thieu might still be persuaded to join the peace talks and because he wanted to
learn precisely what the Nixon camp was telling Saigon, Johnson instructed the FBI to wiretap
Chennault and keep her under surveillance. He also ordered U.S. intelligence agencies to
intercept cables between the South Vietnamese embassy in Washington and Saigon. Since the
White House believed that violations of national security laws might be involved, it saw the
bugging and surveillance as legal. But there were other risks: National Security Adviser Walt
Rostow warned Johnson that the taps posed “real difficulties. She lives at Water Gate—a huge
apartment. She is constantly seeing Republicans—the risk of discovery is high.” It was a warning
that surely could have been useful to Nixon and John Mitchell in the future.The intercepts and
wiretaps, including taps on “the telephone connection in vice-presidential candidate [Spiro]
Agnew’s chartered campaign plane,” confirmed that the Nixon campaign was discouraging
Thieu from a part in the Paris talks. As Johnson described it later to Cartha DeLoach, the deputy
director of the FBI, Chennault told the South Vietnamese ambassador on November 2, “‘I have
just heard from my boss in Albuquerque [Agnew, who was campaigning in New Mexico that day]
who says his boss [Nixon] says we’re going to win. And you tell your boss [Thieu] to hold on a
while longer.’”With only four days left in the campaign, Humphrey, who learned about Nixon’s
activities from Johnson, wrestled with questions about whether to leak the information to the
press or openly accuse Nixon of undermining the peace talks. Johnson was furious at Nixon.
Aides recalled that Johnson described Nixon as guilty of “treason”: American boys were losing
their lives in the service of Nixon’s political ambitions, Johnson said. The fact that Nixon
frustrated Johnson’s hopes of getting a settlement before he left office also incensed Johnson,
who wanted the historical record to show that he had made peace as well as war in Vietnam.
Because they knew that they would have to disclose how they obtained their information if they
revealed it and because they feared it might provoke a constitutional crisis and make it nearly
impossible for a Nixon administration to govern, Johnson and Humphrey decided against
revealing Nixon’s secret intrusion into the Paris discussions.Nixon knew that Johnson was “mad
as all get-out” over what he was doing to impede the talks. After Illinois Republican Senator
Everett Dirksen told Harlow that Johnson had called in a rage, Harlow urged Nixon to speak to
Johnson. “Someone has told him that you’re dumping all over the South Vietnamese to keep
them from doing something about peace…. If you don’t let him know quickly that it’s not so, then
he’s going to dump” on you. Nixon denied any involvement, but Harlow never believed him.
Stopping the peace talks “was too tempting a target. I wouldn’t be a bit surprised if there were
some shenanigans going on,” Harlow said later.On November 3, Nixon called Johnson and
categorically denied that he was doing anything to disrupt the peace negotiations. Nixon’s call
strengthened Johnson’s decision not to publicize the allegations, and according to a later story
in the Sunday Times of London, “Nixon and his friends collapsed in laughter” after he and
Johnson hung up. “It was partly in sheer relief that their victory had not been taken from them at
the eleventh hour.” William Bundy says that Nixon’s “barefaced lie was his only tenable line of
defense.” In 1997, Chennault revealed that Nixon and Mitchell knew everything: “I was constantly



in touch with Mitchell and Nixon,” she said.Did Nixon’s pressure on Thieu have an impact on the
1968 election? The popular vote favored Nixon by only .7 percent, 43.4 percent to Humphrey’s
42.7 percent; 13.5 percent of the votes went to Wallace. The Electoral College was a different
story: Nixon had a decisive edge of 301 to 191. If Wallace had not been in the race, it seems
almost certain that a majority of his votes would have gone to Nixon.It is doubtful that successful
peace talks or the likelihood of an early peace settlement would have changed the outcome.
Humphrey was too clearly identified with Johnson’s unpopular administration. And though some
voters might have concluded that Humphrey would steer the country on a new course, the
majority saw Humphrey as likely to continue much of what Johnson had been doing in domestic
affairs, where many Americans now felt he had overreached himself. And even if Humphrey
ended the war, he would remain tainted with his earlier support of Johnson’s actions in
Vietnam.The country wanted a clean break with the immediate past. The assassinations of
Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy, inner-city riots, militants demanding black power,
campus upheavals, and the turmoil in the streets at the Democratic convention in Chicago
exasperated the country and turned it against Johnson, Humphrey, and the Democrats, whom it
identified with all the difficulties. Nixon, however familiar a face, presented a chance for
something of a fresh start. Moreover, in a less overt way, he had used the appeal to values that
had been so instrumental in ensuring his political success in the 1940s and 1950s—his 1968
campaign promised to reflect the concerns of “the Silent Majority, Middle America, the white,
comfortable, patriotic, hawkish ‘forgotten Americans.’”Yet Nixon received less than a mandate.
The Democrats held on to both houses of Congress: despite losing five seats, they continued to
have a 16-vote Senate majority; in the House, where they lost only four seats, the Democrats
emerged with a 51-seat edge. The voters preferred Nixon over Humphrey in the White House,
but, apparently remembering Nixon’s controversial history, they were also eager to give
Congress a check on his powers.Nixon’s pressure on Thieu’s government to reach a settlement
probably made no difference. Even if Nixon had not been discouraging Thieu from joining the
Paris talks, Thieu was unlikely to have sent a delegation. He didn’t need Nixon to tell him that
participation in the discussions would improve Humphrey’s chances of winning, and Thieu
clearly preferred a more hard-line Republican administration to one that was almost certainly
going to make unpalatable concessions to the Communists in a peace settlement. And even if
Thieu had decided to go to Paris, which the presence of the National Liberation Front (NLF)
made more than unlikely, he and the Communists would have entered into protracted
negotiations that could have lasted by fits and starts for years.Still, even if Nixon’s worries about
a last-minute peace surprise were overdrawn, his secret undermining of the peace talks does
him no credit. “From a moral and political standpoint,” William Bundy asserts, “Nixon’s actions
must be judged harshly. Certainly if the full extent of those actions had become known then—or
indeed at any point during his presidency—his moral authority would have been greatly
damaged and the antiwar movement substantially strengthened.”But it was not only Nixon’s
moral authority that could have been called into question; his actions were a contravention of the



1799 Logan Act prohibiting a private citizen from conducting diplomatic negotiations with foreign
officials. Johnson and Humphrey were correct in believing that if revelations about Nixon’s
messages to Thieu did not deny Nixon the presidency, a constitutional crisis could have followed
his election. A Democratic Congress would probably have investigated the Nixon pressure on
Thieu through the Agnew–Mitchell–Chennault–Bui Diem connection, which could have led to a
court contest over access to FBI wiretaps and CIA intercepts and ended in impeachment
proceedings. Humphrey’s decision not to go public with the information was, in the journalist
Theodore White’s judgment, an uncommon act of political decency.The greatest actual
consequence of Nixon’s request to Thieu was the obligation Nixon incurred to him. It would
become a significant impediment to Nixon’s freedom to influence Thieu’s conduct of the war and
reduce Vietnam’s dependence on the United States for its security and autonomy. “That a new
American President started with a heavy and recognized debt to the leader he had above all to
influence,” Bundy asserts, “was surely a great handicap brought on by Nixon for domestic
political reasons.”NIXON’S VICTORY INCREASED the possibility that Henry Kissinger would
achieve his ambition of serving in a high government position as a foreign policy adviser.
Although he believed that the information he had passed along to John Mitchell might result in
an offer to join a Nixon administration, he was uncertain that someone as remote from Nixon as
himself would be asked to take an important post. (They had met only once in 1967 at a
Christmas party in New York given by Claire Booth Luce, the widow of Time publisher Henry
Luce, and that meeting had taken all of five minutes and consisted of unmemorable small talk.)
After the journalist Joseph Kraft told Kissinger that if Nixon won the presidency he was thinking
of making Henry national security adviser, Kissinger begged Kraft not to publish the story.
Kissinger feared that such a rumor might destroy his chances of joining a Humphrey
administration and worried that it would provoke a hostile reaction from Harvard colleagues and
Rockefeller associates describing him as an unprincipled opportunist.Intrigued but unconvinced
by Kraft’s titillating information, Kissinger’s principal hope for a high-level appointment rested on
his association with Rockefeller. On November 22, sixteen days after Nixon’s election, when
Rockefeller discussed the possibility of serving in Nixon’s cabinet, Kissinger urged him to
become secretary of defense, a job that would allow him to serve the nation and implicitly make
Kissinger a principal deputy.At the same time, on the off-chance that Nixon might appoint him to
a high-level job independent of Rockefeller, Kissinger reminded Nixon of his usefulness by
sending word to the president-elect through conservative journalist William Buckley that defense
secretary Clark Clifford might be arranging a coup against Thieu to ensure a South Vietnamese
government willing to participate in the Paris talks. If Thieu were assassinated, as Diem had
been in November 1963, Kissinger advised Nixon, “word will go out to the nations of the world
that it may be dangerous to be America’s enemy, but to be America’s friend is fatal.”Kissinger
could not have been totally surprised then when Nixon asked to see him on November 25 at his
transition headquarters on the thirty-ninth floor of New York’s Pierre Hotel on Fifth Avenue.
Nixon’s uneasiness surprised Kissinger, who “did not know then that Nixon was painfully shy.



Meeting new people filled him with vague dread, especially if they were in a position to rebuff or
contradict him…. Nixon entered the room…with a show of jauntiness that failed to hide” his
“extraordinary nervousness…. His manner was almost diffident; his movements were slightly
vague, and unrelated to what he was saying, as if two different impulses were behind speech
and gesture.”Nixon spoke about his “task of setting up his new government,” and of establishing
a foreign policy apparatus that would serve his aims. He had no confidence in the state
department or foreign service officers who had treated him with disdain as vice president. “He
was determined to run foreign policy from the White House…. He felt it imperative to exclude the
CIA from the formulation of policy; it was staffed by Ivy League liberals who behind the facade of
analytical objectivity were usually pushing their own preferences. They had always opposed him
politically.”Now that he had power, Nixon was all but saying, he would not let a bunch of
uncooperative bureaucrats deprive him of his rightful control of foreign affairs and a record of
presidential greatness which he thirsted after. Asked his opinion on Nixon’s views of the foreign
policy bureaucracy, Kissinger assured him that “a President who knew his own mind would
always be able to dominate foreign policy.” He shared Nixon’s view on the “need for a more
formal decision-making process…A more systematic structure seemed to me necessary.” Invited
to describe his vision of a Nixon foreign policy, Kissinger emphasized the need “to free our
foreign policy from its violent historical fluctuations between euphoria and panic.” The task was
to identify “basic principles of national interest that transcended any particular Administration.”
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Michael Griswold, “Nixon and Kissinger: Two Sides of the Same Coin. Robert Dallek has written
a very thorough biography on the relationship between Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger. I
thought that he did a really nice job setting up the whole dynamic between the two men. Both are
highly driven, but have the slightest chink in their armor that propels them forward to almost
manic proportions in some cases. They have to be great men because anything less is failure
and each other was the vehicle to get that greatness. Yet, the reader also gets the feeling that
they often didn’t like each other, which is to be expected among men so similar yet they needed
each other, if they were to each accomplish their goals.While I thought Dallek did a good job
capturing the dynamic in the early sections of the book, it turns into more of a biography of the
foreign policy of the Nixon Administration, which is fine given the two subjects of the book, but I
feel like he could’ve reached back and connected things up a little better than he did.An
intriguing portrait of Nixon and Kissenger that could’ve been fleshed out further.”

Andy Glass, “A deep, deep dive into a co-dependent relationship. This was a deep, deep dive
into the Nixon-Kissinger relationship. It is an exhaustive, almost minute-by-minute recounting of
their time in the White House. Dallek provides a trove of detail on all of the issues and policies
the two worked on. The density of detail caused me to put the book down a couple times to get a
breather. That said, this was a very interesting read about co-dependents in power and a must
read for anyone who is interested in political biographies, and Nixon in particular. Worth the effort
to push through to the end.”

Michael Lapelosa, “Comprehensive analysis of a very strange administration. Robert Dallek is
one of my favorite authors. His books always are well written, informative and entertaining. The
thing I appreciate most is that he respects the intelligence of his readers. He doesn't preach or
lecture with a rigid point of view. He doesn't try to impose an opinion. He presents as balanced a
picture as possible and trusts the reader to form his/her own opinion. This book maintains Mr
Dalleks excellent standard. The Nixon administration was very weird lead by a very weird
person. This strangeness was cemented by another unusual character, Henry Kissinger. This
wonderful book explores the relationship between these two brilliant and strange men in depth.
Excellent study of politics, foreign affairs, power, and personalities.”

H. L. Mason, “I THOROUGHLY ENJOYED IT!. Although I am wary of awarding 5 stars to
anything other than a masterpiece, I feel it would be mean of me in this case to have given this
book any less. It is certainly not a masterpiece, but that did not detract in any way from my
enjoyment of it.I am not interested in taking sides at this remove from the Nixon era, but have
noticed that people's reactions to this book have been very much influenced by their own
opinions of Nixon and Kissinger. Whilst I have never been a fan of either, I also have no axe to
grind - and was simply interested to read what Robert Dallek had to say on the subject,



particularly since I had read his splendid biography of JFK some time ago and thought him a fine
author.I was in no way disappointed, and in fact very much intrigued by the whole affair. It would
seem very difficult to build a case in favour of either of the two subjects of the book, whose
respective backgrounds are well described in a clear and concise manner. Their approach to
politics has been shown to be anything but transparent, and the duplicity which both Nixon and
Kissinger appear to have practised in their respective spheres is all the more deplorable.
Whether it be Viet Nam or Watergate, neither of the two can have been proud of of his
achievements, however much he may wish to justify the events as they occurred.I am not
qualified to comment on the accuracy of the backstage events described in this book, but they
are certainly described with great clarity, and you never get bogged down in unnecessary detail.
It is a fascinating story, no matter on which side of the divide you may happen to fall. Love 'em or
hate 'em, this is one helluva read, and  one for which I certainly got my money's worth!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I am pleased with the way Dallek brings to bear the machinations .... I am
familiar with this historical period. Dallek does an outstanding job describing a fascinating
relationship of two gifted but bent men. I am pleased with the way Dallek brings to bear the
machinations of Nixon and Kissinger with good, great, and terrible results. This recording is
outstanding quality and fun to listen.  What a great bargain for someone like me.”

Tom Courville, “Good sideline view of this historical, chotic period in American History.. Insider
views of these turbulent times in America...scary to find out how close we were to WWIII.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Turbulant U.S. administrations are nothing new...... Have read several of
Dalleks' books on Kennedy and other American presidents - his analysis of these
administrations is particularly fascinating given the current state of politics in the White
House.Nixon and Kissinger is a masterpiece giving one an incredible insight to the background
of these two people before they became the dynamic duo - how these two very different people
plotted and schemed together - the dislike they had for each other - the dependence they had
on each other  - the successes and failures - and the catastrophic conclusion of this presidency”

michael Billington, “A wonderful examination of a unique political partnership. Robert Dallek has
produced a stunning book. He shows both the brilliance of both men and the darker, cynical side
of both mens characters. The book is centered on foriegn policy,with little on Watergate. Highly
reccommend this book to anyone interested not just in policy issues but how peoples emotions
can influence the course of events.”

Santiago Carassale, “Una investigación muy precisa y rigurosa. Me parece muy interesante una
investigación histórica que toma en cuenta como la relación entre dos individuos con sus
particulares trayectorias configuraron un momento tan particular para la historia no sólo de
Estados Unidos sino del mundo. Desde la continuidad de la guerra en Vietnam, la oposición



interna a la misma y las negociaciones complicadas en torno a la paz, pasando por la
negociación de los tratados de no proliferación de armas nucleares con la Unión soviética,
siguiendo con el acercamiento a China, o la intervención en América Latina. Para terminar con
la irrupción ilegal en Watergate y la subsiguiente crisis. Es un trabajo histórico muy logrado que
permite comprender un tiempo crítico. Muy Recomendable, cierto que el historiador es alguien
que se ha dedicado más a la historia de los presidentes democrátas (FDR, Truman, JFK o
Johnson). Ahora estoy esperando el otro libro de historia del autor sobre Camelot Court's:
Inside JFK White House, sobre el colectivo de personajes que configuraron el gobierno
interrumpido tragicamente de JFK”

Ebook Tops Reader, “What a Pair!. Richard Nixon destroyed public trust in American
governance. The mood of cynicism he left behind recently reached its peak with the election of
Donald Trump, a leader he would probably have despised. Kissinger, while less culpable in this
regard, let his ambition and his lust for power lead him into ethical lapses that he probably
regrets today. A bleak record, to be sure; and one which overrides their foreign policy successes
(and failures). This book chronicles their sometimes shaky partnership and the Watergate pit
they were led into by their extraordinary hubris,.  Highly recommended.”

The book by Robert Dallek has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 94 people have provided feedback.
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